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Who Have Begun Immunization Schedule

Law Allows Children To
Be Admitted To School

WIII
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By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — State law
permits children who have begun, but
not completed, an immunization
schedule to be admitted to school, the
attorney general's office has said.
Acting Deputy Attorney General
Robert Chenoweth said Friday that a
state Human Resources Department
regulation is sound which permits a
child who has begun an immunization
schedule to enter school, because the
child is protected against communicable diseases to a certain degree.
"We see no reason to read the school
statute requiring a certificate of immunization before a child is eligible to
enroll in school as requiring a certificate that the immunization schedule
has been completed," he said.
Chenoweth's opinion was issued at
the request of Charles E. Hurne, administrator of the Bowling GreenWarren County Health Department.

Meanwhile, another opinion says that
local governments will have to advertise for bids on all projects over
$2,500 as of Jan. 1, 1960.
Currently, all political subdivisions,
including cities and counties, may
spend up to $5,000 without competitive
bid requirements.
The cutoff amount was raised by the
1978 Legislature.
However, during the same session,
the Legislature enacted the Model
Procurement Code, which says that
cities and counties and other political
subdivisions do not have to advertise
for bids for the award of any contract or
purchase under $2,500. The code
becomes effective Jan. 1, 1980.
Assistant Deputy Attorney General
Charles Runyan said that even though
the law raising the limit was enacted
later than the Model Procurement
Code, the latter must govern since it is
a detailed, comprehensive and specific
piece of legislation.

Runyan's opinion was in response to a
query by Lyle Cobb, executive director
of the Municipal Electric Power
Association of Kentucky Inc.
In another opinion, Runyan advised
Vic Hellard, director of the Legislative
Research Commission, that nothing in
the state Constitution or statutes
prohibits the state from awarding a
personal service Contract to a corporation which employs a state
legislator, so long as the legislator or
his wife do not control the corporation
or own more than 5 percent of the stock.
Hellard asked for the opinion when a
question was raised by the Personal
Service Contract Review Subcommittee over the state Labor
Department's award of a contract to
Associated Industries of Kentucky — of
which state Rep. Ed Holloway, RLouisville, is vice president.
Attorney General's opinions are
advisory only except in regard to the
state Open Meetings Law.

from its recess.
Most of the administration proposals
would scrap amendments added to the
bill during House floor debate.
Leading the list is a provision that
would allow major exemptions to the
president's order that thermostats in
commercial and public buildings be
dialed up to 78 degrees in the summer
and held to 65 degrees in the winter.
Would the president veto the bill if
this provision is retained?
"It would certainly be considered,"
said Mary Ann Novak, who represented

Cash, Assets Received
By Officials In Scheme
•

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP ) — Cash and
other assets have been received by
public and political-party officials in
Kentucky through a scheme involving
the splitting of commissions on state
insurance contracts, a federal
prosecutor has revealed:
Joseph Lawless, a lawyer with the
U.S. Department of Justice, said in an
affidavit filed in U.S. District Court
Friday that the arrangement has been
in effect for a number of years and in
some cases benefits close relatives of
public and party officials.
Insurance agencies designated to
share the commissions performed no
services for the amounts received, he
said.
Lawless, of the Justice Department's
public integrity section, heads a team
of department lawyers presenting
evidence to a special federal grand jury
empaneled in Lexington in June.
The affidavit offers the first official
explanation of why a number of insurance agents with state contracts
have been subpoenaed to appear before
the grand jury in the past two weeks.
One of the agents subpoenaed, James
Paul Ison of West Liberty, filed motions
last week to quash or modify a subpoena of his records, claiming it was

-vague and irrelevant.
To show that the records sought are
relevant, Lawless said in his affidavit:
One focus of the investigation
concerns allegations that cash and
assets are distributed to public and
party officials through a scheme in
which one or more insurance agents
shared their fees on certain (state)
insurance. . .with other insurance
agencies designated by certain public
and party officials. .
"Evidence. . .received by the grand
jury has disclosed that such sharing of
the commissions. . .has been commonplace in Kentucky for a number of
years and that the sharing insurance
agencies perform no services whatsoever in exchange for the payments
received by them.
". . .These payments to certain
sharing insurance appear to be of direct
pecuniary benefit to certain public and
party officials, or, in certain instances,
their relatives, closely connected with
the designating officials."
Lawson did not name any of the
public or political-party officials
allegedly involved. He was not
available for comment late Friday, and
has consistently declined comment on
the grand jury investigation.

Application Deadline For
Government Scholarship
At Murray State Extended
Word has been received at Murray
State University of the extension until
Sept. 5 of the application deadline for a
new state government scholarship
program which begins this fall.
Dr. Robert C. Etherton, chairman of
the Department of Physics and Computer Science at Murray State, said he
had been informed of the extension by
State Personnel Commissioner Addie
D. Stokley.
The scholarships, Etherton said,
feature monthly payments of $140 to
$215 to students while they are in school
and guarantee summer or co-op employment at salaries ranging from $457
to $676 per month. Application forms
are available at his office in the Blackburn Science Building on the Murray
campus.

Eighteen of the scholarships are
being offered on a competitive basis by
a number of Kentucky state agencies,
the commissioner noted, calling the
opportunity to work with the • state

government's centralized computer
system, which is one of the largest and
most advanced in the nation, "a central
feature of the program."
Open to all computer science or
electronic data processing majors with
a grade point average of 2.4 or better,
the scholarships are designed to recruit
qualified computer experts for employment in state government.
After graduation, students selected
will be expected to work for the agency
granting the scholarship one year for
each academic year of scholarship
support The program, administered by
the Department of Personnel's Office of
Academic Programs, is the first to
serve several state agencies and the
first to offer scholarships at all state
universities.
Additional information about the
program may be obtained by contacting Dr. William T. Strunk,
Department cl Personnel, New Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, KY 40(01. The
telephone number is (502) 564-6702.
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Administration Taking Standby
Gas Power Bid To Committee
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration is taking its bid for
broad standby gasoline rationing
powers to a congressional conference
committee.
The administration has delivered to
the House-Senate panel a list of five
changes it would like included in the
anal rationing bill.
The panel will try to reconcile House
and Senate differences and fashion a
compromise bill once Congi ess returns
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Depot
Move
Begins

the Energy Department at a meeting
with key congressional energy aides.
It was at this private session Thursday that the list of administrationThe first of three sections of the old L &
sought modifications was presented.
N Railroad depot was moved Friday
Although nearly 20 changes were
froneRailroad Avenue to the north end
proposed. most were of a minor,
of the Murray-Calloway County Park.
technical nature.
The mover, M. C. Ruggles, and two of
However, participants at the meeting
his workmen (top photo) prepare to
said Friday five of the administration
begin the journey which stretched into
proposals were substantive. In addition
a seven-hour trek including a threeto the thermostat measure, these inhour delay at Fourth and Chestnut
eluded:
streets. A telephone lineman (center
—Elimination or rr•ixtion of
photo) raises the lines at that in"trigger" that would prr.sent the .! tersectior.. The lines were approxrationing
president from ordering
imately four feet too low for the depot to
unless there was a 20 percent oil
pass under them.
shortage, or if a shortage of that
The depot turns the comer at the
proportion appeared imminent.
parking lot of the park (bottom photo)
—A similiar elimination or reduction
to begin its trip up the winding path to a
in the requirement for a 10 percent
site near the pool area.
shortage before the president could
The depot, which will house a park oforder lesser steps to deal with shorfice, headquarters for the Community
tages.
Theatre, and an indoor area for theatre
—Dumping House amendments
productions, was left near the swimmrequiring that the governmment
ing pool parking lot Friday night and
fuel
diesel
establish special setasides of
will be placed on the foundation near
for farmers and heating oil for homes
the pool Monday morning. The other
—Doing away with a provision in the
two sections are scheduled to be moved
legislation allowing either house of
next week.
Congress, acting by itself, to veto any
Staff Photos By Debbie N. Lee
rationing plan the president tries to
impose. .
A leading Democrat on the panel said
that while Congress might be able fo.
accommodate Carter on the thermostat
issue, other "conditions" set by the
White House will be extremely hard to
meet.
"We've advised them that we'll do
what we can, but I don't see how we can
give them what they say they must
have," said the Democrat, who asked
not to be identified by name.
The lawmaker said that what he sees
Atkins said the city of Ashland is
RUSSFLL, Ky.(AP) — Ashland Oil
as inflexibility on the part of the adbeset by problems, including a finanInc., Kentucky's largest corporation,
ministration has gotten work on a
cially troubled public library and city
may move some of its operations to
compromise rationing proposal off to a
school system, a poor transportation
Lexington or Columbus, Ohio,says Orin
rocky start. The House killed an earlier
system and inadequate hotel and
Atkins, chairman of the board.
version of Carter's standby gas
restaurant facilities.
rationing proposal last May.
The company has an option to purAlthough the president has sad
"Frankly, over the last several
chase an undisclosed tract of land in
repeatedly that he has no intentions of
the perception of Ashland as a
years,
Fayette County. Its chemical division
imposing rationing, he has made the
community in which to live has gone
already is based in Columbus.
standby bill a major part of his new
steadily downhill," he said.
Ashland Oil's board of directors will
energy program.
"One of the problems we run into is
be presented three options at its Septhat we have fellows who work out in
tember meeting, Atkins said Thursday.
the field. They say, 'If I'm a success
One is "to begin to move operations
and do my job real well, I might get to
out of here and, frankly, that's why we
One Section — 12 Pages
move to Ashland.' Some of them don't
have the option on the property in
view that as the biggest reward in the
Lexington," Atkins said.
Business Page
4
world."
The other options, he said, are to
10,11
Classifieds
Atkins said in a recent interview with
continue operating with offices in both
10
Comics
the Ashland Daily Independent that the
Ashland and Russell, or to move all
10
Crossword
company probably would exercise its
operations to Russell "and build a
2
Dear Abby
option to buy land in Lexington. But, in
community out here."
12
Deaths & Funerals
3
Dr. Lamb
67
Fins & Feathers
2
Horoscopes
23
Local Scene
Justice Department spokesman
By JERRY ESTILL
3
Opinion Page
Terry Adamson confirmed that
Press
Associated
Writer
89
Sports
Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti
WASHINGTON I API — White House
has ordered the FBI to make a
chief of staff Hamilton Jordan denies
preliminary investigation into the
an allegation by two co-owners of
allegation after receiving a complaint
Studio 54 that Jordan used cocaine at
from a lawyer for the Studio 54 owners.
the New York discotheque last year, a
Adamson emphasized that provisions
White House spokesman said Friday
of
the Ethics in Government Act
Goodlhance of showers and
night.
require the attorney general to order a
and
thunderstorms tonight
preliminary inquiry any time
"Mr. Jordan states flatly that the
Sunday. Low tonight in the upper
allegations are made against top
is
allegation
deputy
White
untrue,"
said
60s. High Sunday upper 70s to low
government officials that, if true, would
House press secretary Rex Granum.
Ms. Winds light and variable
vol ve a federal violation more serious
In
"The
allegation
comes
from
persons
through the period. Rain chance
. a petty offense
khan
indicted
and
criminal
for
trial
awaiting
are 50 percent tonight and ts'
'The allegations against Jordan by
tax evasion. These criminal defendants
percent Sunday
lawyers for Steve Rubell and Ian
have a clear interest in making false
Schrager, co-owners of Studio 54, were
and sensational charges in an effort to
disclosed originally by The New York
bargain for leniency."

or
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Kentucky's Largest Corporation
May Move To Lexington Or Ohio

today's index

a subsequent interview with the
Lexington Herald, he said a move to
Columbus also was possible.
Ashland's executive offices are
housed in a six-year-old building near
Russell and are to be moved to a
similar building under construction
there. The older building will become
Ashland
headquarters of
the
Petroleum, the corporation's largest
division. A number of company
operations buildings are scattered
throughout Ashland.
The company has 4,367 employees.
including about 700 in the AshlandRussell area, and Atkins said some
operations would remain there.
regardless of the board's decision.
Ashland Oil had sales last year of $5.4
billion and net income of $245 million. It
paid more than $4.6 million in state
taxes.

Chief Of Staff Denies Charges

chance for
rainshowers
•„„,b

Times.
In its account for Saturday editions,
the paper reported that "a range of
interviews" failed to turn up independent verficati on of the allegations
against Jordan.
Rubell and Schrager — who are
gfacing federal prosecution on charges
of tax evasion, obstruction of justice
and conspiracy — said White House
press secretary Jody Powell was with
Jordan in April 1978 when they allege
Jordan sniffed cocaine at the club,
according to The Vines.
In a statement issued through
Granurn and in an interview with The
Times, Powell satd he has never been to
Studio 54.
1
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Events For Community Calendar
Saturday, Aug. 25
Saturday. classes for the fall
term at Murray State
University start today .
-- --Garage sale, sponsored by
Business and Professorial
Women's Club, will start at 8
a.m. at the home of Janice
iticClard,503 Blair Street.
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
pm!. at the Carman Pavillion,
College Fanii Road. This is a
support group for familis and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 4374=9.
Ham breakfast will be
served at lodge hall by
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons starting
at 5:30 a.m. No set price will
be made, but donations to the
refreshment fund will be
taken.
Events in Lana between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at 8:30 am. and
Animal and Plant Travelers at
2p.m., both at Center Station;
Lantern
Tour
at The
Honleplace-1850 at 8 p.m.;
W01111 Farming from 1 to 2:30
p.m. at Empire Farm.

Saturday. Aug. 25
Band' from Winchester,
Tenn., will play at 7:30 p.m. at
the...Summer In The Park
series at Paris Landing State
Park.

Sunday, Aug.24
Girls In Action of First
Baptist Church will have a tea
at the church parlor at 3:30
p.m. This is for kindergarten,
all GAs,arid their mothers.

Sunday, Aug. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Ezba L. Beale,
Kings Sons will present a
Hardin Route 1, will be
program at the Elm Grove
honored with a reception at
Baptist Church at 2 p.m.
the Trevathan Room, Bank of
Marshall County, Benton,
Men's and Women's Day
front 2 to 4 p.m.
will be observed at the St.
John's Baptist Church at 3
Calloway County Firep.m.
Rescue Squad will have a fund
raising road block starting at
Monday. Aug. 27
11 a.m. in Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
Acteens of First Baptist meet at 7:15 p.m. For inChurch will have a special formation call 7594875 or 759event at 1605 Sycamore Street 1792.
at 12:30 p.m. For reservations
call 753-6349 or 753-3257 by
Divorce Support Group,
Aug.24.
sponsored by the Counseling
and Testing Center, Murray
Land Between the Lakes State University, will meet at
events will' include Worm Ordway Hall. For information
Farming at Empire Farm call 762-6851.
front 2 to 3:30 p.m., Wildflowers of LBL at Center
Calloway High School Laker
Station at 2 p.m., and Gran- annuals for 1978-79 may be
dparents' Day at The picked up at the school from 8
Honteplace-1850 from 2 to 4 to 4 p.m.
p.m.
Local Arthritis Fund Drive
campaign workers will have a
spaghetti supper kickoff
meeting. hosted by Laurel
P'Pool, county chairman, at
DeVanti's, at 6 p.m. Note
change .from place originally
listed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) niv'etr
"
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
You could become obsessed
the Health Center. North
with a problem. Let some
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
fresh air in and discuss
7:30 pro. This is for all permatters with others. Career
sons with emotional or nerinterests accented in the p.m.
vous needs.
SAGITTARIUS

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fran,es Drake
FOR SUNDAY,AUGUST 26,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

ARIES
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
efig0
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 erA
You may take offense at the
Too much togetherness comment of a friend .
could lead to strain of some otherwise the social scene is
kind. A change in plans rewarding. Stick to reason.
needn't mar the day. Talk Avoid quick reprisals.
about it -- kiss and make up. CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
f Apr. 20 to May 20)
Despite preliminary
You'll make some progress progress, you may repch an
re a do-it-yourself project, but impasse re a career endeavor.
don't let a problem cause you Don't press too hard, but turn
to beat your head against the attention to other interests.
wall.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(May 21 to June 20i
Discussing politics and
A busy day of recreationaL religion is fine, but remember
activity could find'you tired at not everyone shares, your
some point. If so, get some views. Back off if the talk gets
rest, and then enjoy your too intense.
second wind.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
(June 21 to Jyly 22)0
0 Don't get too upset by an
All quiet on the home front interruption — otherwise
till an unresolved issue sur- you'll have to get yourself
faces. Do your part to keep the together before you're able to
peace with common sense complete your task.
discussion.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
both intellectual and prac( July 23 to Aug. 22) kr(u't
tical. Often you are torn
A pleasant talk could sud- between a desire to lead an
denly turn into an argument, inner life and to participate in
when you strike too close to the world of action. You can
home. If you're only kidding, commercialize your artistic
let others know,
talents and are also drawn to
VIRGO
science and research. Your
wro
)Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "Y
best success comes with a
Money could be a source of good education in the field of
dissension. Don't be set in your
choice.
Politics,
your ways. Take time to medicine, and government
examine the underlying work would satisty your need
rational behind your stand. for service. In business, you
LIBRA
can succeed in banking,
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
manufacturing, and executive
Once you set you're course work. Birthdate of: Maxwell
of action, you're liable to stick Taylor,
U.S.
general;
to 'it, but do take into con- Lavoisier, chemist; and
sideration the opinions of Prince Albert, consort of
friends.
Queen Victoria.

)(
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Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all adults
over 18 years of age who are
single for any reason.
Adult
Great
Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with Libby Hart as
leader for Plato's Apology and
Crito.
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at Seven Seas.
Call meeting of Murray
Lodge No. las Free and
Accepted Masons will be held
at the lodge hall for work in
Master Mason degree at 7:30
p.m. A potluck supper will be
served at 6:30p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 a.m.

Tuesday, Aug. 26
Murray Woman's Club will
have
an
organizational
workshop to open the new club
year at the club house at 7:30
p.m. All departmental officers,
chairmen,
and
members are urged to attend.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of
Jane Morton at 8 p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Unit 827, Woodmen of the
World, will have a salad
supper and pool party at
Loretta Jobs GRI Realtors,
120o Sycamore Street, at 6:30
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m, at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m, for activities by ,the Hazel Senior
Citizens.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Persons may pick up 1978-79
Laker Annuals from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the Calloway County
High School.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 College
Terrace,at 7 p.m.
Board meeting of the
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will be held
at the church library at 7:30
p.m.

Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Opal Reeves at
2 p.m.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cindy Tucker of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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By Abigail Van Buren

„Relationship
Goes to Pot
f

..

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I and our children recently
visited my brother and his family who live in a very affluent
suburb of a large midwestern city. We all had a wonderful
time .-especially the children. We have a daughter 14, and a
son, 12. They have three boys, 10, 12 and 15.
After returning home our son told us (in confidence) that
his 15-year old cousin had offered him some pot. Our son
refused. He said he never actually saw his cousin smoke pot,
but he was sure he had. I then asked our daughter if she
knew anything about it, and she reluctantly said her brother
was telling the truth.
After much debate, my husband and I telephoned my
brother and his wife and told them what our children had
told us. Their reaction was unreal! They said their son had
never smoked pot and our children are lying! Now my
brother and his wife are angry with us.
Should we have called? If not, how can we restore our
once-good relationship with them? If our children had
smoked pot. we would want to be alerted.
NAME WITHHELD

TEENS & LADIES

SUEDE LEATHER

DEAR ABBY: I am married to a dentist who makes a pass
at every new girl he hires to work in his office. He's 49 and
thinks he's irresistible. I think he's entering his second
childhood.
Recently he took up with a new employee (241 and started
seeing her out of the office. I found out about it and
threatened to divorce him, so he promised to give her up as
a girlfriend, but he increased her salary so much that she
couldn't afford to quit her job. She's a divorcee with a child
and needs the money, and he says...she's the best desk girl
he's ever had and that he can't run the office without her.
Now I am uncomfortable. She is uncomfortable. And my
husband still has both of us.
DENTIST'S WIFE
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Shopping Center
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IT'S FRIDAY
TIN 13th.

Move Ernertaining
Than Humanly Possible,

JAMES BROLIN
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Suzanne Johnson
Piano Studio

— 2 Muppets
Given Away Sat 2 30
Donated by Fisher-Pr-Jr
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TEENS & LADIES

DEAR TOM: If you want to be scrupulously honest, you
may have to be brutally frank. But since you don't like
parties, say so-and you'll not be bothered with invitations,
which is what you want, right?

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Al
You may be afraid to confront a situation, but if you'll
try, others will meet you halfway. Use private moments to
quell anxiety.
CAPRICORN
ARIES
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 19)
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19) IY8
Despite the coldness of
Just as you're ready to give someone at a distance, the
up, you'll find a solution to the outlook is much brighter than
problem vexing you, esp if in it appears. Actually, they'll be
connection with other people's glad to see you.
finances.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
If at first you don't succeed,
Be patient and don't let the try again, especially re
concerns of children and loved business
and
financial
ones get you down. By day's situations. Keep plugging —
end, they'll work out their own you'll win out by day's end.
problems.
PISCES
GEMINI
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20))(Gi
( May 21 to June 20
A partner or close ally may
A nap may be your way out seem indifferent. Pay no
heed.
of facing a problem Strangely Think optimistically
and
enough though, with a little others will respond
sleep, you'll have renewed
OS
vigor and courage.
YOU BORN TODAY have
CANCER
leadership abilities and do not
(June 21 to July 22)
function well in a subordinate
REFINISHING 8,
You may not have the right
position. Quite versatile, you
words to express your
can succeed in a variety of CUSTOM BUIE' FURNITURE
feelings, but later on, you'll
fields. Your best success
find your tongue. Creativity
•Rwl,nishmg 8 Repa-rs
comes with a development of
high in the p.m.
•Cusrom Built F yrn,tttre
an interest in the problems
•Arorque &Cif HOrdWOre
LEO
that affect mankind. You'd
Sc.
(July 23 to Aug. 22) ti2ft-f
'cher,Cc:bine*,
te
rnake a good public servant
Don't be afraid to ask favors
and in business can sucof close ones. Despite their
cessfully manage the affairs
surface disapproval, others
of others. Attracted to science,
are ready to come to your aid.
religion, and art, you can
Hies, 641fro
Forget pride.
succeed as an actor, writer,
Murray Ay
VIRGO
teacher. Law and brokerage
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) rIP t!'y
may also appeal to you.
If others aren't listening,
you haven't found the right
way to approach them. Don't
be inhibited, but speak
directly from the heart.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Musk for pre-sche•lers
Worry about a financial
Clesses hr 4- sad S-yeer-olds
problem could get you down,
but a friend will help you out if
A program of instruction and experiences in music with the purpose ot
you ask them to. Enlist the
"reyiding a musical envonment, and offering an opportunity for young
Itilldren to snioy making music.
support of others.
prigistratton to be held at the studio. 413 N 5th on August 31, 930
SCORPIO
I fa. to noon, and 2 to 4 p in. call 436-2625 for more information
m
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ••terfaiesses begin September lOth. Nionday•Wednesday or Tuesday -Thursday
A social situtation that you
Aesions are available, each child to attend 2 one ,and a half-hour classes
have mixed feelings about,
each week
will turn out better than exprivate piano study for older children and adults is also
pected. Some dull companions
'tiered.
have interestng friends,
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DEAR ABBY: How do I politely decline an invitation to a
party without lying? Is there any really socially acceptable
excuse?
Supposing I just don'i like parties? Or what if 1 feel 1
would be bored, etc.?
It would be a lie to say, "I'm unable to attend."
STAY -AT-HOME-TOM

Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday and Tuesday at the
club.
Pairings for Group A for
play on Monday at 9:30 a.m.
are as follows:
Lois
Keller,
Rainey
Apperson, Judy Carroll, and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Patsy Oakley, Carol Boaz,
Peggy Billington, and Brenda
Marquardt.
Lille
Johnson, Lynn
Houston, Nancy Whitmer, and
Patsy Miller.
Pairings for Group B for
play on Tuesday at 9 a.m. are
as follows:
Penny Cappock, Lynn Stout,
Patsy Miller, 'and Joni
Billington.
Agnes Payne, I,ochie
Landolt, Janna Hughes, and
Kay Ray.
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DEAR WIFE: If your husband gave her up, how do you
figure he still has both of you? No need for you to feel un•
comfortable. She's working because she needs the money,
and your husband needs her in his office. Trust
them - unless you catch them, that is.

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new _booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old.- Send SI with •long,
self-addressed, stamped 12b cents1 envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
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DEAR WITHHELD. You shouldn't have called. Perhaps
time and the realization that you meant well will improve
your relationship. Your children shouldn't have betrayed
their peers, and yiou shouldn't have violated the confidence
of your children.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
Auditions for the Murray
State University Symphony
Orchestra will be from 7 to 9 FOR MONDAY,AUGUST 27,
p.m. in Fine Arts Building, 1/79
What kirid of day will
Room 328, MSU.
tomorrow be? To find out what
Fall term classes will begin the stars say, read the
today at Murray State forecast given for your birth
Sign.
University.
Purchase Area Homemaker
Council meeting will be held at
10 a.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, Murray.

/14
SAVE
3.99

The Salem Baptist Church, of Lynn Grove,
will begin their summer revival services on
Sunday night, August 26, and continue
through Friday night, August 31, at 7:30
nightly. The evangelist will be the Rev. Archie Brock pastor of the Donaldson Creek
Baptist Church of Cadiz, Ky.
The pastor, Rev. Mike Littrell, and the
members of the Salem church extend a
cordial invitation to all to come.
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Down
The Mississippi
In this era of screaming
jetliners and, worse yet,' intercontinental missiles, there is
something appealingly oldfashioned about President
Carter's steaming slowly down
the Mississippi aboard the
Delta Queen.
Ttle White House says Carter
is on a "working vaction," but
everybody on the river knows
better: He is campaigning for
renomination, using the
venerable Cincinnati-based
paddle-wheeler as earlier
presidents employed whistlestop railroad trains.
If anyone doubts that Carter
is off and running, let him
reflect on this. The other morning, after three hours sleep, the
president rose at 3 a.m. to work
a crowd of 100 persons at a fogcovered lock of Genoa, Wis.
Clearly non-candidates do not
mortify the flesh that way.
At every stop the president
delivers a little speech about
the greatness of America. He
asks for support of his energy
program, introduces Rosalynn
and Amy and wades into the
crowd to shake hands and kiss
babies. Spokesman Jody
Powell, openly smoking a
cigarette now that Joe Califano
is gone and nipping on a Jack
Daniels, looks a bit embarrassed as he says the trip is nonpolitical.
Despite the familiarity bred

by television, the people of
towns like Wabasha, Alma,
Winona and Prairie du, Chien
flock to the riverbank to see
Carter, even in a rainstorm. In
many ways they show their
respect for the presidency, but
it is far too early to know if that
can be translated into votes for
this president.
Carter would do well to get
more rest than he is getting on
his working vacation. When he
returns to Washington at
week's end he will find a pile of
problems that would make
anyone yearn for the quiet of
the Mississippi and the beauty
of the naion's heartland.
There will be inflation.
Recession. A Congress that disdains a president of its own party. Ted Kennedy and others
leading him in the polls. The
need to find an adequate
replacement for Andrew
Young. Dealing with such
charmers as Yasser Arafat and
Menachem Begin. An energy
crisis resembling a large wolf
that refuses to go away.
This is not a complete list.
If we were Carter we'd ask
for asylum aboard the Delta
Queen and sign on as a
deckhand. But he is an uncommonly'determined man, so it
will be bacjc to the political kitchen where, as predecessor
Harry Truman observed, they
turn up the heat.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 25, the 237th
day of 1979. There are 128 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, Allied forces
liberated Paris from the Nazis in World
War II.
On this date.
In 1689. Iroquois Indians attacked

•••••rx

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
4„ As a service to our readers, The
Times
dr
Ledger
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddlesliux..—;
3327,Dirksen Building Washington.
D. C. 20510
Sen.Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington. D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
1V 42066
N,Wayfield,4

Montreal and killed its 200 inhabitants.
In 1718, French immigrants founded
New Orleans.
In 1825, Uruguay become independent of Peru.
In 1883, an eruption of the volcano,
Krakatau, in the Dutch East Indies
caused tidal waves that took about
36,000 lives and created clouds of ash
that circled the earth.
In 1921, the World War I peace treaty
between the United States and Germany was signed in Berlin.
In 1967, the leader of the American
Nazi Party, George Lincoln Rockwell,
was shot and killed in Arlington, Va.
Ten years ago: The U.N. Security
Council condemned Israel for what the
council termed a "premeditated air
attack "on villages in Lebanon on Aug.
11.
Five years ago: France detonated
another atomic bomb in the atmosphere at its test site in the south
Pacific despite international protests.
One year ago: Rebellion was
spreading in Nicaragua after seizure of
the national palace in Managua by
guerrillas opposed to President
Anastasio Somoza.
Interior
birthdays:
Today's
Secretary Cecil Andrus is 48 years old.
Composer and conductor Leonard
Bernstein is 61. British actor Sean
Connery is 49.
Thought for today: I never made a
mistake in my life, at least never one
that I couldn't explain away afterwards
- Rudyard Kipling, English writer,
1865-1936.

Bible Thought

C Copley News Sondce

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Southern
Individualism
I have been reading a book about the
Civil War entitled A Short History of the
Civil War, written by Fletcher Pratt. It
not only covers the actual dates and
occurrences of the battles themselves,
but attempts to understand the reasons
behind the war - the conflicting attitudes of Northerners and Southerners
which culminated in their attempting to
divide the Union into two separate
countries.
Although the issue of slavery has
often been given as the reason for this
division, Pratt contends that basic
temperaments were at the bottom of
this. He believes that the main difference was one of individualism. The
Southerner was, and still is, basically
an individualist. He believes that every
man is king of his castle, and that good
government should not abridge this
right But individualism is a destructive, not an organizing force; "the
moment your individualist begins to
cohere with others, his individualism
ceases to be."
This individualism, in the beginning
stages of the war, was an asset to the
South; the superiority of the southern
solider at that point had been one of
attitude - a lonely individual in a
universe of his own. When outflanked or
outnumbered, he considered himself
equal to the occasion and stood his
ground. ,The Southernor was accustomed to taking care of himself, by
himself.
On the other hand, the Northern
soldier, when outflanked or outnumbered, knew he could depend or
some cooperating unit. In the beginning, before the fighting units had
learned to fight together, this was
unfortunate, if the outflanked soldier
had no unit to back him. But in the long
run, this ability to abnegate individuality for the sake of group
coherence proved one of the Northern
soldier's greatest strengths.
Kentucky was one of the states tha;
vacillated in the beginning stages of the
war. The cry for secession seemed to be
a typical Southern gesture, a protest
against the election of Lincoln, who
with his talk of freeing the slaves
caused much uneasiness in the South
This gesture was intended to accomplish something vaguely satisfying
- if not the resignation of the chief
executive, at least the assurance that
no more abolitionists would be elected
But this "romantic," typicall!,
Southern gesture, did not appear to be
the catalyst for out and out war.
Kentucky, filled with the memories of
Henry Clay, was crying peace in the
midst of war. The legislature met
adjourned, met again, and, splitting
hairs with infinite care, finally voted
that the hope of the world consisted in
Kentucky "hanging like the prophet of
old, between the living and the dead.'
Governor Magoffin issued a
proclamation commanding all Ken-

HEALTH

10 Years Ago

A total of 4,214 students are enrolled
tuckians to abstain from fighting on
in the Murray City Schools and the
either side. In spite of this, the
Calloway County Schools, according to
secession faction got hold of the state
figures released by school officials.
militia; they drilled along the southern
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has announced
border and whole companies walked
four Calloway County Taxing Districts
over it on practice marches, never to
will receive nearly $26,000 as their
find their way back. In oppositi(41-t
'share--dr-the—relinessee Valley
this, the Union sympathizers organized
Authority's payment in lieu of property
"Home Guards."
taxes. The breakdown is as follows:
Lincoln knew all about Kentucky, and
Calloway County Common School
evidently felt close ties with her, having
District $14,887.95; Calloway County
spent much of his youth here. In one
69,007; Murray Independent School
speech early in the fray, he said, "I
hope I have God on my side, but I must
have Kentucky." But he vacillated -in
the morning he assured a delegation of
bluegrass congressmen that he had
A membership drive will be started
neither right, power nor disposition to
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce
violate Kentucky's neutrality. In the
the week of Sept. 7, according to L. D.
afternoon, he suggested the kidnapping
Miller, executive secretary of the
of Governor Magoffin.
organization.
Over 100 non-members
on
predicted
was
Confederacy
The
will be contacted by the membership
the belief that once the individual abcommittee to be encouraged to become
negates freedom of will he abnegates
members.
freedom of intelligence as well. The
The jury list for the September term
individualism of the Southerner, which
of Calloway Circuit Court was released
made him able to take care of himself
today by Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield.
when necessary, also resulted in
The names were drawn from the jury
military units so loosely joined together
wheel by Circuit Judge Earl Osborne.
thatieven Lee hated to go through camp
With the reopening of school only
on inspection tours. The lack of military
discipline was rife; soldiers lounged
about campfires but did not drill. Many
times, they left camp for extended
periods, returning when they felt the
About 250. persons were,,present
urge.
yesterday 'at the Bun .W1Isar
‘t, Farm,
Jefferson Davis and Abratifun Linlocated east of Stella'on Highway 121
coln seemed to typify the divergent
North, to watch the reworking of the
attitudes of the South and the North. As
farm by agricultural officials.
Pratt said, "It is true that good
The Hazel Telephone Company was
government should abridge the liberty
granted authority to engage in the
of the individual to the least possible
telephone business in the state of
extent; the nub of the question is what
is possible. The concentration of society
Tennessee in a decision given by the
Railroad and Public Utilities Commakes all the difference. If a farmer
mission of Tennessee.
living five miles from the nearest
PFC Ray Marine,son of Mr. and Mrs.
neighbor wishes to beat a war-drum all
Jesse Marine of Murray Route 1, is
night and fire cannons, there is no
serving in the Medical Corps, Percy
earthly reason why he should be
stopped, but the case becomes different
when the inhabitant of a city apartment
wishes to do the same thing.
"While Jefferson Davis was living on
Calloway County's six senior high
a remote farm, Abraham Lincoln dwelt
schools and one junior high school
in a city apartment. They were citizens
opened Aug. 21 with ai enrollment of
of different worlds. The South retained
1,651 students, according to T. C
of
existence
manor-house
the pastoral
Arnett, superintendent of Calloway
its forefathers. In the Northeast a more
County Schools. School figures were
urban type of polity had been achieved
Hazel with 368, New Concord with 174,
- with the concomitant of stricter
Kirksey with 234, Lynn Grove with 358,
regulation of the individual.
Almo with 223, Faxon with 210, and
"Outwardly an effort to safeguard
Coldwater with 84.
the right of the individual, the Southern
Rain of one and eighteen hundredths
argument inwardly denied the ininches fell here Aug. 22 and 23 which
dividual everything but the right to be a
greatly aided maturing crops
hermit."
throughout Calloway County, according
Realizing that much of what I have
to County Agent J. T. Cochran who
just put down is written from a Norcompleted a hasty survey of the crops
thern point of view, I would be very
in the immediate territory the next day
interested in anyone who would like to
Deaths reported this week include
present other points of view considering
Mrs Dollie Curd, 75, Fred Y. Holland,
Southern individualism or other
44, and Miss Pearl Wyman.
theories about the causes of the War of
Persons must register by Sept. 9 in
the Rebellion.
order to be able to vote in the November
primary election, according to
Calloway County Court Clerk Mary
Russell Williams.
J. I. Fox, Sheriff of Calloway County,
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DEAR READER - Backaches are one of the most
common complaints in our
society and you can do something to help prevent them.
Most specialists in backache problems feel that the
decreased physical activity
characteristic of our society
is a major factor. For that
reason it may be that the
manual labor that you're
doing is a help.
One of the important aspects of preventing back-

important to have a rfiedical
examination to find out why.
There are a nunber of back
conditions that can be
harmed by over-enthusiastic
and ill-advised exercises.
Doing straight leg lifts can
actually cause difficulty if
you already hive sorne abnormalities of tieback,such
as a ruptured eisk
ocwfaeNuoasrokea nasbstlyloi nmrnsbiaudrie:elkthiset• hes are
strain or
caused
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days away, Murray Police Chief
Charlie Marr reminded students
depending on bicycles for transportation of the responsibilities they
assume upon riding in traffic.
Coach Ty Holland and other members of the Athletic Staff of Murray
High School will speak at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club tonight at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
"The Gunfight at Dodge City"
starring Joel McCrea is showing at the
Murray Drive In Theatre.

30 Years Ago

Jones General Hospital, Battle Creek,
Mich.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Blakely on Aug. 18, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Puckett on
Aug. 18, and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Gene
White on Aug. 19.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath are
attending the General Assembly of
Kentucky Baptists at Clear Creek
Mountain Springs near Pineville.
Lemons are listed as selling for 20
cents per dozen in the ad for U-Tote-Em
Grocery this week.

40 Years Ago

urges all persons to pay their taxes
before Nov. Ito receive the two per cent
discount.
Rudy Hendon of Hazel has been
named general chairman of the
Calloway County Fair Committee.
Marriages announced this week
include Murrelle Hartsfield to Maurice
Ryan on July 29.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hatcher on
Aug. 16.
Mrs. D. N. White, Will Jones, Owen
Brandon, and A. W. Simmons, who all
had birthdays on the same day, were
honored at a picnic supper at Mason's
Chapel Grove.
• Ben Carraway, the only surviving
child of the late William Carraway,
was honored at a picnic held at the
Carraway Spring, located about 142
miles south of Faxon.
Peanut butter is listed as selling for
23 cents per quart in the ad for Murray
Food Market this week.

50 Years Ago

Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
aches is to maintain good
strength of your abdominal
muscles. Unless you already
have back problems that
might be made worse with
certain exercises, you could
concentrate on sit-ups and
leg lifts to help strengthen
your abdominal muscles.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 13-10,
Aching Backs: What To Do
About Them. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents in check or coin with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
As the issue of The Health
Letter that I'm sending you
explains, there are many
different causes for backaches. If you develop an
unexplained backache, it's

District $1,448; City of Murray $404.55.
Members of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ left here with four
trucks loaded with food and clothing,
donated by local persons, to take to
persons in the hurricane disaster area
in Mississippi on the Gulf of Mexico.
Four-H and FFA members from
Calloway County recently exhibited 26
head of registered cattle at the Junior
Dairy Show of the Kentucky State Fair.
"Valley of the Dolls" starring Sharon
Tate is showing at the Cheri Theatre.

20 Years Ago

Preventing back problems
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
concerned about backaches
and what causes them. How
can I develop my back to
resist the strain? I do manual labor. I'm 31 and I notice
that when I bend over I can
feel some strain. I'd like to
develop my back. Can you
recommend any type of
exercises"

Looking Back

ed.
The back is under the
greatest strain when you're
sitting. This is because
many people sit without
gaining any support from
the abdominal muscles. It's
easier on your back to be
standing or walking. Of
course, bed rest provides the
greatest opportunity for
resting or relaxing the back.
Many backaches that are
associated with the strain of
the muscles or skeleton are
relieved by bed test.

s as dis- I've included a discussion
s of exercises to help prevent
nccreers0aitn.d
ease of the pao
backaches in The Health
a good iriai to try to Letter I'm sending you. We
often talk about the impormake your 0%4 r diagnosis.
Many barhiches are tance of physical fitness in
caused by a ilipped disc. improving heart and lung
Often these cal be treated function, but it's equally imconservativek In other portant in preventing back
instances, Stir er.‘ IS need" problems.

The grade and drain work on the
Murray-Benton highway leading north
from Murray to the Marshall County
Line is nearing completion.
Work has begun on the. Boy Scout
Camp located on a 25 acre tract of land
on Clarks River ibuth of town. Edd
Filbeck is head scoutmaster.
Deaths reported this week include
John Edwards, 74, Mrs. Mattie
Jackson, 33, James Cunningham, 71,
Donelson boy, 3, Mrs. Claud Rowland,
44, James Madison Rowlett, 80, Andrew
Newsom, 70, and Lyda Larde Roberts,
14 months.
The Calloway Fiscal Court publishes
in The Ledger & Times this week first
notices of a $35,000 jail bond election to
be held on Nov. 5, general election day.
The H. B. Webb Shows, a large
carnival outfit, will show in Murray,
Monday through Saturday, on the
Murray Milk Plant property in north
Murray This show will be under the

auspices of the Chamber of Commerce.
Approximately 1,500 teachers are
expected to attend the 1929 session of
the
First
District
Education
Association to be held at Murray Nov.
29 and 30. Speakers will include Dr.
Frank McVey, president of the
University of Kentucky, id R. L.
Jones. superintendent of City Schools of
Memphis, Tenn.
Jack Gardner, head coach of
athletics at Murray High School, is
attending a football coaching school at
Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry McDougal of
Houston, Texas, have been the guests of
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
McDougal.
Farmer-Purdom Motor Company has
a 1927 Chevrolet roadster listed as
selling for $150.
Bananas are listed as selling for four
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for PigglyWiggly

,
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Business Booms At Kentuc

Pete Waldrop & Nelson Throat

Shroat And Waldrop Together
Nelson Shroat and Pete
Waldrop
announce
the
opening of Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate .located in the
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center.
The new firm offers experienced real estate services
in selling residential, commercial,
industrial,
agricultural
and
lake
property. Other services include appraisals, leasing,
management. and land
development.

is a member of the First would like to invite the public
Baptist Church. The son of Mr. to visit their office open
and Mrs. Jack Shroat he is Monday through Saturday or
married to the former Diane call 759-1707.
Choate. They have two
children Hilary Brooke and
Robin.

Universities

Economics was created last
Dr. Gardone noted that governmental regulation.
year to expand the univer- many students majoring
in
Just as more governmental
sity's offerings in business, one of the liberal arts
also will involvement in the coal inKSU says the business and mining degree, increased
dustry led to astern's coal
economics school has the federal emphasis in job safety
cupational safety and health
largest enrollment of any and health has spawned
a at Murray State University.
academic division on campus. degree program in ocTwo-year business degree
About 25 percent of the some minor in business to get an programs,
designed to provide
6,000 students at Northern edge in finding a job.
training that is more imKentucky University in
Computer science, ac- mediately applicable to a job,
Highland Heights are business counting, management and
-majors.
marketing are some of the
The reason behind all of this more popular programs
is simple: Students are currently, he added.
seeking the courses and the
Business is one of the fastest
David King of King
degree programs that will growing majors on the Insurance,
901 Sycamore, has
help them find a job.
campus at Transylvania just announced the association
University,
Lexington, of Mrs. Adele Kupchella as
_ -Business has been a strong traditionally a liberal arts sales agent with his
firm.
area as far as placement and school.
Kupchella has just moved
this has made it attractive,"
David Hale, acting chair- from Louisville with her
said Dr. Michael Gardone, man of the Division of husband. Charles, who is the
director
for
academic Business Administration at new chairman of the Biology
programs, Kentucky Council Transylvania, noted that each Departmen
t at Murray State
on Higher Education.
term the number of un- University.
dergraduates registering for
The couple has three
business or business-related children, Rick, 15, Michelle,
courses increases.
13. and Jason, 10 and reside at
As business departments at 1516('anterbury.
colleges and universities in
Kupchella has had her inthe 1980 vehicles.
Kentucky grow larger, their surance
license
since
The dealers previewed the degree program
offerings February 1977 and spent the
all-new 1980 four-wheel-drive become more
varied and last three years as an agent
Eagle automobile, as well as specialized.
for Liberty Mutual of
the luxury compact Concord,
In recent years, for Louisville.
subcompact Spirit, sporty
example, Eastern Kentucky
Kupchella a 1975 graduate of
AMX, Pacer and the Renault
University has added degree Louisville, will be handling
Le Car. In addition, dealers
programs in coal mining both personal and business life
viewed the 1980 Jeep CA,CJadministration and insurance. insurance as
well as
7, Cherokee, Wagoneer and
The coal mining program is homeowners, _auto
and
truck models.
designed to train students to commercial property inCain said the new models
handle the administrative surance.
will be introduced to the public
demands of Z•oal firms that
"We are very pleased with
in September.
result
from
increased the association of Adele and

When students return to
college campuses all across
Kentucky this fall, most likeiy
a large number of them will be
enrolling in business courses
and in business-related degree
programs.
The business department at
Union College in Barbourville
is typical of what is happening
to business departments at
many colleges and universities in the state. "Bursting ;It
its . seems," is the way .1
college spokesman recent:y
described it.
With additional faculty and
facilities, the business course
offering at Union has ii:creased nearly 50 percent ii
the past nine years, the
spokesman noted.
At
Kentucky
State
University in Frankfort,
School of Business and

have experienced rapid
growth in enrollment and
diversity in recent years as
well.
The programs come in all
varieties, ranging from forest
and wood technology, to
aviation administration, to
real estate, to strip mine
reclamation.

King Has New Agent
feel like her strong area is
commercial lines of insurance," said King, owner of
the firm.

Cain Attends Seminar

Waldrop, also a native of
Murray is a graduate of
Gerald C. Meyers, AM
RENO, Nevada — Jack
Murray Training School and Cain. President, Cain's AMC- chairman and chief executive,
holds a BA and MA degree Jeep, Inc., Murray, Kentucky officer, outlined the corporate
from Murray State University attended a three-day business goals for the 1980 model year
Previously he has been a conference and preview of W. Paul Tippett, president and
teacher, business manager of American
Motors' 1980 chief operating officer.
The staff at Shroat-Waldrop the Houston-McDevitt Clinic passenger cars, Jeep vehicles Lawrence H. Hyde,group vice
Real Estate include Mrs. before becoming a realtor. He and Renault cars.
president-car and Jeep.
Marie Hicks, Larry Watt,Sam
More than 1,000 U.S,. AMC, Thomas A. Staudt, vice
Harris, Allen Camp, Chester is a member of the University. Jeep vehicle and Renault president-marketing group
. ,
Thomas, Nelson Shroat and Church of Christ. The son of dealers, as well as in- and Robert Schwartz, genera.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Burr
Waldrop,
Pete Waldrop.
ternational
distributors, manager-U.S.
sales
Shroat is a native of Murray he is married to Joy Waldrop participated in the event at the presented the company'
and a graduate of Murray and they have 2children Mark MGM Grand Hotel here.
marketing and sales plans and
11 and Julie 5.
High School and attended
Shroat and Waldrop are
Murray State University, both directors of the MurrayMemphis State and University Calloway County', Board of
of Tenn. He was previously in Realtors. Shroat is currently
Haste is not the only thing sewer construction, and a course of time, these parBlood Bank Management, serving as treasurer and that makes waste - especially cesspool and septic tank ticles build up and euentually creates another problem Hospital Sales and has been a chairman of budget and in today's crowded en- backup, trouble and waste ,block the vital openings disposal of thousands of
gallons of toxic wastes.
realtor for the past 5 years. He finance committee. They vironment. But while the disposal go hand in hand.
'through which the liquid waste Treatment facilities
around
While
the
household variety is growing
engineers. is leached and retard the the
country are already
planners
and
along with the population, its
en- drainage. When that happens, strained,
and the introduction
disposal is not high on vironmentalists have been any unusually heavy use of of
additional raw wastes just
working
overtime
at finding water - possibly several dishanyone's priority list - until
adds to the burden.
trouble develops. Judging solutions to waste treatment washings, followed by use of
Another drawback
to
and
similar
sewer-rel
from the rash of problems
ated the clothes washing machine pumping
is the damage that it
surrounding waste treatment, problems, the care and during a heavy rainfall, will
treatment of malfunctioning cause the cesspool to fill up does to lawns, shrubbery and
cesspools or septics have beer and overflow. There will be a trees. The only way to get at
relegated to a back seat. when backup of waste water into the the cesspool or septic,tank in
you consider that almos, 30 holige or onto the lawn. In order to pump is to dig up the
percent of American home either case, there is a critical lawn. Besides disturbing and
possibly killing the grass and
The Federal Land Bank of still rely on cesspools-septics - sanitation problem and a new shrubs, it could
necessitate
Louisville will reduce its in- a rash of failures could expense the homeowner must uprooting a favorite
tree or
terest rate from 9-3,4 percent generate serious ground face.
bush.
Usual remedies have proved
/
2 percent on Sept. 1, 1979. pollution problems. In some
to 9-1
Some
pumping
firms
The announcement was made states over 41) percent of to be costly and impractical, eliminate the
solid barrier by
by Steve Story, manager of households have cesspools- because they do not solve the massive
injections
of
basic problems. But a new
the Federal Land Bank septics.
sulphuric acid into the
called
Association of Mayfield.
Drainz, cesspool. This
Knowledge of how a formula
also creates a
cesspool or septic works will developed and tested in the hazard because one
of the side
In addition to reducing the
not stop it from malfunc- rugged Northeast for more effects of the sulphuric
acid is
interest rate on new loans, the
than
a
decade,
gets to the that it corrodes
tioning, but it will enable the
the cesspool or
bank will also lower the rate to
homeowner to use realistic heart of the matter in a very septic. It ruins
the ability of
9-1
/
2 percent on all existing
remedies that not only will short time. Produced by the ground to absorb
water.
loans bearing a higher rate of
Manufacturing Hundreds
return it tp normal but will Jancyn
of
cesspools
interest.
Corporati
on,
of
Norcross,
save a significant amount of
collapse every year as a result
money and maintain a high Georgia, this non-corrosive of the heavy use of
The Federal Land Bank
acids.
additive will penetrate the Anyone
degree of sanitation.
Association of Mayfield
alio has seen what a
solid fat detergent arid soap collapsed
makes long-term loans to
A cesspool or septic tank )
cesspool can do to a
farmers and on rural is basically a natural curd barrier which prevents lawn will understand apresidences
in
Graves, processing center for liquid the liquid from draining. prehension for the safety of
Heavier than water, Drainz children,
Calloway, McCracken, and solid waste. When it
women or men who
Marshall, Ballard, Hickman. functions normally, the liquids converts into tiny beads which may be on their lawn at the
permeate the greasy build-up time of a
Fulton and Carlisle counties. seep out - or leach - through
collapse.
throughout the system. It also
While no one can eliminate
openings that are built into the
works to unclog grease from the causes
of cesspool or
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON walls of the cesspool, or leach
the surrounding soil, which septic
Years of Recognition. Four Shell Oil dealers were
malfunctions entirely,
THE MOVE LAST WEEK: out from a septic drain field.
allows the ground to absorb you can
recently awarded for years of service to the company.
retard and even
Market direction was upward. Once in the soil waste water
filter liquid waste. The prevent backup
Pictured from left are, Joe McClard, of McClard's Shell,
Leading gainers: Brown- slowly moves downward and
by following a
more absorbent the soil few simple rules:
with a 20 year plaque, Mike Baker, co-owner of KenForman Distillers ( AMEX), toward the aquifer. In the
around your cesspool, the less
tucky Lake Oil Co.. and Max McCuiston of McCuiston's
— Never pour grease or
to 39Ls from 367F): Humana process the impurities are
chance for overflow and coffee
Super Shell, with a 15 year plaque. Not present was
grounds down the
(NYSE), to 36'2 from 3514: filtered out through the soil.
backup. This is essential drain. Use
Vick Vickers who shared the 20 year award with McGlenmore Distillers ( AMEX), The heavier solid waste falls
separate jars for
because
a balanced system their disposal.
Clard. Charles Baker co-owner of Kentucky Lake Oil
to 30 from, 2834. Biggest to the bottom of the cesspoolrequires greater outflow than
— Excessive paper, cigars,
declines: Lincoln Income Life septic tank and Mother Nature'
Co. was also awarded for 45 years of service by Shell
inflow.
cigarette butts, rag-type
(OTC),to 19 from 22: Reliance theoretically takes over from
Oil's vice-president Tony Rexroat on a recent visit to
In most cases, at the first paper products and
Universal OTC), to 1914 from there. Bacterial action is
the Murray plant.
feminine
of
backup,
1934; Vermont American supposed to decompose the sign
the sanitary products should not
homeowner is tempted to call be flushed down the toilet. They
4 from 225'8.
(AMEX),
solids which then seep out of
for.pumping. This will empty
the cesspool and restore
the cesspool, but it will not
nutrients to the earth. In efWe at the
let us help you
eliminate the problem of the
fect, then, a properly funcPlan /I Design
grease barrier to proper
tioning cesspool. should help solid
leaching. Furthermore,
Your Kitchen
Nature to recycle and to
pumping frequency and costs
•Merillat
purify waste products.
accelerate as the coagulation
In actual practice, however,
*Quaker Maid
increases.
Eventually,
it does not work as well as it draining
Avodabl• at
stops altogether,
should. Fats, grease and other
creating a "sealed container"
solid particles continuously
wh:ch must be pumped
enter the system no matter
several times a week - at a
how careful a homeowner
rnirimurn cost of $60 to $70
might be, and disrupt the
time. Pumping also
each
harmony of the system. Over
,--

Adele Kupchella
Mrs. Kupchella stated,"We
really like Murray so far, the
people are very helpful and
can't get used to the sky being
so clear."
King Insurance is located at
901 Sycamore and can be.
phoned at 753-8355.

Septic Cesspools Care Pays Homeowners Dividends

Land Bank
Reduces Rate

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Nelson Shroat
Pete Waldrop
Joe McClard
Vick Vickers.
Charles Baker
Adele Kupchella

).11.!ft

We've
Got
the Shield

DANK NOTES
Children as young as 7 or 8
should be allowed to participate in family budget
discussions. Even at an
early age, children can
learn to understand about
income and expense and
they prefer to be treated in
an adult manner.

For your
Life•Health.Home
Car•Farm•Business
LOOK TO THE SHIELD

Ramie Ross
and
Danny Ross

by Bill Boyd
Teach your children about saving... open a savings account so they can earn interest on the
money they earn or receive as gifts.
P FOP LES/BANK
MURRAY

Ny

Member FDIC

should be disposed of in
separate receptacles.
— Application of caustics or
acids will have a detrimental
Affect on the porocity of the
surrounding soil and will
corrode the septic system
itself.
-- Be sure the main sewage
line from the house does not
become clogged. This problem
can arise from continuous
back-ups from a full cesspoolseptic system. Occasional
snaking can keep the line
clear, but an easier, less

expensive method is to pour
Jancyn's Main-Line Cleaner
into the system.
— Observe preventive
maintenance and stop trouble
before it can start. A quart of
Drainz introduced into the
system every other month will
retard or prevent the build-up
of solids.
For a free booklet on the
care of your septic or cesspool
system, write:
Jancyn
Manufacturing Corp., 4437
Park
Drive,
Norcross,
Georgia 30093.

MIKE KELLER
Certified Public Accountant
Announces
The Opening Of An Office To
Practice Public Accounting.
Hours By Appointment

753-8918

WRAP BOTH YOUR
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION
41.1.

We have an innovative policy called PCP—Personal Comprehensive Protection—from The Continental Insurance Companies And if you own a
home and a car. PCP otters you exceptional value
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for your car, for your home and for its contents_ And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money
PCP, on the other hand, gives you one amount of
property protection for your home and its contents.
And one amount of liability protection for your car
and home Plus. PCP gives you the option to include
your hospital, disability income and mortgage life insurance in the same plan
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timesaving, and in many cases, more economical.
Come see us or call We'll be glad to
show you what PCP can do to make
you-and your property- more secure
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
The

Murray Insurance
Agency

MILO OT SAM

753-4751

6•1-Air center
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COMMUNITY
THEATRE

is
Illof

Third
Annual
Membership
Drive

OUR DRAMATIC HISTORY
In the brief time since that first meeting in JaritOol 1977,
Community Theatre has reached a total audience of over
35,000 people with a membership of over 12.000. More than 28
major productions have been presented our education progrom has enabled us to have some contact with every schoolage child in the county, and interest and support is at an all
time high.
Being funded and recognized by the Kentucky Arts Commission has meant a great deal to CT. Nash Cox, Executive Director of KAC, has called our organization -an outstanding example of community cooperation and a model for communities
throughout the state."
The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre could be
called a "theatre of ideas- but that would only be part of the
story. Ours is a theatre of purpose, initiative, and people.

1111

We
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id 1
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A HOME!
The Theatre in cooperation with the Murray-Calloway
County Pork Board can move mountains and train depots —
the future home of Community Theatre and park offices will
soon be established in the or train depot to be located in
the city-co. pork.

d at
be

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Productions provide entertainment for all ages and a
chance for many, to expand their knowledae by becoming
involved on stage behind the scenes and iR planning and
promoting

put.

WC

e
bie
of
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will
-up

A THURBER CARNIVAL
Provided the perfect entertainment
for an elegant dinner theatre presentation.

the
pool

yn

137

55,

•
ANOTHER FIRST' I
The Taming of the Shrew became Community Theatre's
introduction into William Shakespeare.

TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD
Was staged behind the old courthouse in the city-county
park, providing an appropriate setting for the southern
drama -- even the mockingbirds cooperated.

AND PETER "FLEW"
The large audiences attending the musical fantasy "Peter
Pan" proved that people don't grow up- and imagination
was evident in this highlight of the '79 Summer Season.

THE MUSIC MAN
Was staged in the MSU Carman
Pavillion to sell-out crowds, further
evidence of the versatility of Community Theatre.

4..

THEATRE IN THE CLASSROOM
One of Community Theatre's foundat'ion principles is taking theatre education to all of the children in Calloway
County. Working with educators from city and county
school systems, Community Theatre not only takes quality
productions to the schools, but offers classroorri instruction,
assembly programs and several workshops for teachers.
We expect the theatre program in our region to grow along
with the knowledge of the people we serve.

RADIO DRAMA
National Public Radio affiliate WKMS-FM and Community
Theatre offer yet another avenue -of creative expression for
members — "Theatre of the Air" which can be heard every
Saturday afternoon from 5:00 u- nt;1 700. Broadway sounds,
interviews, news about area productions and original radio
drama will be featured on Stereo 93 FM. A studio audience
is welcome to be a part of the show which originates from
Studio B on the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts building on
Murray State's campus.

THEATRE FOR CHILDREN
In cooperation with the Murray Theatres, the Cheri movie
theatre has opened its doors on Saturday mornings to the
music and merriment of Community Theatre's own improvisational theatre company, The Thieving Magpies. The
Magpies plan classic tales, fables, original stories and most
of all, total audience involvement. Truly a unique theatrical
experience!

SUMMER THEATRE
After three highly successful summer season, planning another one is a must not only for actors, actresses, and
crew members, but for our audiences as well. In '77 .78 and '79 summer productions played to full houses or
standing-room -only crowds. A brood selection of classic theatre plays from good literature ond children's theatre
hove allowed residents and guest to enjoy cultural e ntertaining programs.

28 Major
Productions

"The Taming of
The Shrew"
"To Kill A
Mockingbird„
"Peter Pan"
"The Fantasticks"
"Tom Sawyer"

ade

1

SPONSOR MEMBERSHIP
Curtain Raisers
$25-S49
Entertainers
$50-$99
Directors
S1004499
Producers
$500-

Name
Address
Phone
Please send your tax deductible contributions to: COMMUNITY
THEATRE, Box 952, Murray, Kv 42071

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
Junior(under 18) $1.00
$5.00
General
$10.00
Family

28 Major
Productions

"The Hobbit"
"The Threat That Runs
So True"
-You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown"
"The Music Man"
"Thurber Carnivar
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Fins IL Feathers
Jerry Afaupine

It sure looks as if fall has
arrived the way the leaves are
coming unglued.
This part of the year brings
out all of the meanness in
these black bass too. I do
believe a bass can shake a
Wok out or bend it so that it
breaks when you try to
straighten it, easier than they
used to be able to do.
I know most everyone loses
fish each time they go, but,
somedays it just isn't fair.
'Anyway, be sure and do some
fall fishing, the colors are
fantastic and you will feel
much better by just being
outdoors.
The lake levels are nearing
the winter pool stage so be
aware of the shallow bars and
stump beds that are barely
hidden beneath the surface.
These places offer good
fishing when the wind isn't too
strong. Minnow activity will
be more and more on or near
the surface as the gnats go
through their cycle.
The cooling waters also
helps to hold fish near the
surface for longer periods.
Sauger have been slow but I
think the big problem has been
the current.
It has been pretty difficult to
stay with any school of fish for
the past two weeks. Deep
runners will still produce best
for a few more weeks. Topwater lures are good early and
late for bass with the plastic
worm being the best through
the middle of the day. ,
Crappie are . still deep and
scattered along the drop offs
but don't give up they will
move in soon.
White bass continue to chase
schools of shad around the
lakes trying to gorge themselves for the coming seasonal
change.
Try a pedigo, pulsar, gay
blade, top spot. hot spot.

•
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Fishing tine

Tips From Your

IIIKEZAND OUTDOORS

•
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rooster tail, sonic, slab spoon,
or lead head jig, for white bass
in any type water or any
condition; one of these will
usually produce.
I was told a story some time
ago by Kelly Outland and I
have heard similar ones since
by other reliable men in the
Tennessee river area. I would
like to share part of it with
you.
Before the Tennessee river
was blocked by the Ky. Dam
at Gilbertsville, many area
residents did their fishing with
gallon jugs. One hook and
short line to each jug, baited
with something that smelled
bad and pitched out into the
river to drift with the current.
A homemade wood and pine
pitch flat bottom boat was
used to keep the jugs in sight.
Oars were the only means of
moving the boat back upstream or across and the men
would take turns whenever a
fish "bit." The fish would pull
the jug up on its end, letting
everyone know the fun had
started.
Well, on this particular day
one of the jugs stood upright
then disappeared as a mighty
fish moved off with the jub.
Kelly, being a stout man,
took to the oars and pulled the
boat in the direction the fish
had gone. The men were
confident, but when the gallon
jug didn't pop to the surface
46?ii

"
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Taxidermist

•

WATERFOWL
Carry a plastic bag of some
kind while hunting to place
any duck or goose in that you
will want to have mounted.
This will protect your
waterfowl until you can take it
to a taxidermist or put it in the
freezer.

for a good ten minutes, they
were a little shaken. The fish
was. really big to hold a jug
under like that.
Soon they pulled along side
of it and started to bring it to
the boat for the gaff, it was a
gigantic catfish and when it
saw the boat it took off again,
this time holding the jug under
for half an hour and traveling
about 300 yards downstream.
by Bob Breirster
When the jug finally popped to
the surface it sounded like a
gunshot.
PUBLIC PANFISH Ni
In a recent survey of fisheries
Kelly, still on the oars,
managed to bring the boat department managers, 44 of
even with the fish a second them listed bluegill as .holding
either first or
time. Now he said the catfish the sportfis second place on
hing popularity
was too large to put in the boat charts in their states.
with 2 men so they ran a"
Why does this small fish speplowline through its gills and cies rate so high?
Probably because bluegill are
out it's mouth making a loop
a lot of fun and easy to catch,
know that wouldn't slip.
sa.v the fishing experts at MerThey fastened the other end cury outboards.
to the back of the boat and
But, they point out, there's a
headed for shore dragging the major difference between Spring
and summer fishing for bluegill
monster behind.
In Spring, bluegill are spawnAs they approached the
ing,
bank, the catfish began to will are in shallow water and
strike at Just about any lure
thrash around and with a or bait offered.
might lunge he pulled the back
But in summer, they become
of the boat off, dumping Kelly finicky eaters, stay in deep waand his friend into the river. ter most of the day, and usually
They swam to safety and stood pick up a bait so lightly it's difficult
on the bank watching that big ing. to know when they're strikcatfish pull the piece of the
The key to summer bluegill
boat with him downstream out fishing is to get your lure deep
and work it slowly.
of sight.
Use light line and be alert for
Hard to believe'? Call Kelly
the slightest tap on the hook
and ask him!
Insects, real or imitations.
HAPPY FISHING
are excellent baits.
Catalpa worms are deadly.
Use just enough weight to put
the lure down in eight or 10 feet
of water.
It doesn't have to touch bottom, but should be retrieved
slowly to the boat.
Early morning aind late evening offer a different situation.
Big bluegill often come to the
top at these hours and are fun to
catch on light tackle.
Work the edges of shore and
any brush in the water with a fly
(3Tilr\)
rod and small corkbodied popc.)
ping bug.

i t OUTDOOR
TOPICS

Ry Wsle Iteam

Hunting Seasons look Good
Waterfowl Mutters Form 'Alliance'

There is good news for duck
hunters in regards to the
upcoming season. A recomniendation has been sent to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
by the Mississippi Valley
Flyway Council that the point
value on mallard drakes be
lowered from 35 points to 25.
In effect, if a hunter is choosy
with his shots and picks out
greenheads, he'll be able to
down a limit of four mallards.
Other proposals for the new
season remain as they were
last year: 50 days of hunting,
and other birds' point values
will be the same.
It should be mentioned that
the Fish and Wildlife Service
can approve whatever season
they want. The guidelines
won't be concrete until they're
Dawn of a cold morning is a magic time for Kentucky duck hunters
drawn up in Washington the
. A new group,
name the Kentucky Waterfowl Alliance, is banding
latter part of this month. But I
hunters together for the sake of
preserving and enhancing the sport for future years. The
have a source who all but
group's first public meeting is
guarantees the point standing
Sept. 13 at Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
for the mallard drake will
Photo by Wade bourne
tumble.
assistance in such matters as
Goose hunters also have a
we'll
conduct
Alliance together we'll have a lot better
setting seasons, enhancing
good season ahead of them in
business," Fugate explained.
chance of promoting more
and
protect
ing
waterfowl
terms of numbers of birds.
What are some things the activity in terms of
habitat, facing the steel shot
waterfowl
Word from northern Canada is
issue, etc. A 'steering com- group hopes to accomplish? management.
that both the Mississippi
mittee was set up, and the The steering committee has
Valley flock and the Ten"Ducks Unlimited has done
Allianc
e's first big public drawn up a list of goals for the a good job
nessee Valley flock have had
of protecting
Waterfowl Alliance. Included
good nesting seasons, and-that , meeting vras planned for Sept. are such
habitat in the Canadian
items
as
establis
h13 at Kentucky Darn Village in
means there'll be more
ment of a 95 state duck stamp nesting areas, but the same
Gilbertsville.
juvenile birds in the area. A
job has to be done on the other
Steve Fugate. a Lake City to provide more funds for end of
good nesting season generally
the flyway, here in
waterf
owl
programs; enrestaurant owner, is serving
means a good hunting season
Kentucky," Fugate continued.
courag
ement
of
new
plantin
g "A
as spokesman for the
down the flyway.
new U.S. Fish and Wildlife
habitat
programs; survey
Waterfowl Alliance. Fugate and
Also, the biologists who
pointed out that -we've
protecti
on
of
valuabl
e
winsays
officers for the group will
manage the Mississippi goose
lost so much wintering habitaV-tering
habitat
; input into
flock have decided to try to be picked at the - Sept. 13
establishment of seasons and that if we should, have an
meeting.
move more birds farther south
optimum hatching year for
"We've set the Alliance up limits; comment on possible ducks in Canada,
along traditional migration
there might
steel shot use in the state; and
routes. There'll be lessfeed on to serve waterfoWl hunters
not be enough wintering areas
hunter
educati
on.
here when they migrate."
mid-valley refuges, and across the state, and it'll be
Fugate indicated that the
hunting seasons on Canada governed by a slate of officers
Fugate added that anybod
Alliance steering committee
y
geese will be ,closed in and a board of directors,"
has contacted the state interested in joining the
Fugate
mention
ed. "Each
Arkansas,
Mississippi,
Department of Fish and Waterfowl Alliance should
Louisiana and portions of county which has members in
the Alliance will have a Wildlife Resources about the send a $10 check to: Kentucky
representative on the board. new group. "We've told them Waterfowl Alliance, P. 0. Box
rlessee
effect of this for Ke0The
TeT
that we'll be a special interest 27, Grand Rivers, KY 42645. A
tucky hunters may be . quite We'll probably have more group.
We don't intend to membership card will be
membe
rs
from western
evident. The big birds should
challenge their authority in returned in following
mail.
scatter out locally, moving counties, but under this managi
ng
the
state's Also, memberships will be
onto the-big lakes and up the system men ibers from central waterfowl progra
m, but there sold at the door at the Sept. 13
and eastern , Kentucky will
Ohio, before flying on south.
are some things that could be rally. The rally will start
have
equal
represen
at
tation..
"
Kentucky. Waterfowl
done that aren't getting much 7:30 p.m. at Kentuck
Fugate said memberships in
y Dam
Alliance
attention. We feel that if duck Village's new
convention
Also for duck and goose the Waterfowl Alliance cost and goose hunter
s band center.
$10
year.
a
For his money a
hunters, a new organization
called the Kentucky Water- member gets a card and •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
fowl Alliance is picking up member number and ad•
members, and organizers of mittance to two "fun" and two
•
the group hope to have more business meetings. Also, the
than 1,000 card carriers by' member will get a newsletter
at three month intervals
day.
•
opeTnheinWg
owl Alliance is a between the fun meetings.
•
"Our fun meetings should be •
non-profit organization of
•
to big
Ducks •
hunters from across the state similar
•
•
Unlimit
•
rallys.
ed
ArKent
ucky
who are interested in
•
•
protecting and improving Dam on Sept. 13 we're having •
•
•
their sport. A group of spor- world champion duck caller •
•
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky
•
tsmen met a month ago and Mike McLemore to give a
•
•
decided it was time for calling demonstration, we're
•
•
waterfowlers to band together having speakers, door prizes, •
•
•
We Appreciate Your Business•
to providing input and a raffle of a Remington 870 •
•
Wingrnaster shotgun, and
*****o•••••••••••■•o•••■•
••■••••••40 ol•O

•••
•

Thornton •
Body
shop

24 Hour Wrecker Service

The Murray Bass Club held a club tournament out of Little River, on Barkley Lake, Sunday
August 19. The winners
were from left Neil Stubblefield, first place; Paul Mag,gard, second place;
Jerry McConnell, third place; Graves
Morris,fourth place. Paul Mag,gard also took Big Bass honors with a three pound
eight ounce bass.
Photo by Mao Barrow
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Custom Stock Work ,

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plata-Murray, Ky.

Bluing,

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Scope R. Sight Installation

and

SNIT)
,s
•

Food Glad
Open 7 Days A Week
8 o. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Hwy. 641 So.
•

Refinishing,

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

Specializing is servicing tiros & 4 WI. Vehicles
"WillIst" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
75347'79

MINIUM OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor
N3 E. Cain

So. 12th. St.
We Speool,r, In Kentucky toKe Cotl,sh

Phone 753-8322

Hooks Wheel Alignment

4 1/2 Milosiost of Murray 411(
On Hwy. 2110 (Pottortown Rd.)
436-2505

Venture

151-1812

Sportsmen:
Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
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Fins 49L Feathers
Water Skiing

Marine Firms ROI
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Salt water powerboaters are outboard
finish.
ted
corrosion-protec
potential
the
of
aware
usually
5. Stainless Steel. Corrosionof metallic corrosion. But
fresh water boating en- resistant stainless steel is
thusiasts don't always realize used on shafts, bolts, screws
the same thing could happen and fasteners where an impervious metal is needed.
to them.
6. Sealed Motor Hood.
The blistering and pitting
helping to quiet the
Besides
corrosion
that are the signs of
can be the results of electrical outboard, this shields the top
current between the kinds of section of the motor from
metal. It can occur on "split spray, rain, steam and fumes
lines," the ceevaces created that could be injurious.
7. Special Alloys. Special
when two parts of similar
are developed and used
alloys
together.
fitted
are
metals
strength as well as
their
for
Corrosion can attach metallic
parts exposed to the air, their resistance to corrosion.
8. Plastic. Non-corrosive
especially in salt water areas.
Salt water is a notorious and tough, special plastics are
conductor of this unwanted used throughout outboards.
with
electrical current. But even Plastic water pumps
Plastic
liners.
steel
stainless
the
and
it,
carries
freshwater
situation is aggravated with prop spacers, linkage locks,
blocks, straps. Even a plastic
pollution levels.
Ferrite ignition coil.
potted
OutFor years Johnson
9. *Neoprene. It's used for
boards has maintained a -salt
plug
water test station in Stuart, hoses, boots, spark
Florida dedicated to research covers. And a liquid neoprene
electrical
on such things. New paints, is applied to all
undercoatings, parts, terminals and connectors.
10. Electronic Ignition.
fasteners and other comDischarge i CD)
Capacitor
tested.
are
ponents
"Sacrificial" anode protectors ignition is used because of the
and modules that counteract absence of moving parts,
were reducing the possibility of
galvanic current
corroding parts.
there.
developed
11. Sacrificial anodes. Last
Many of the developments
in Stuart have found their way but definitely not least,
can
into the modern Johnson units. sacrificial zinc protectors
Recently, the Waukegan, be mounted on the cavitation
Illinois manufacturer drew up plate or transom areas.
at the
a list of 11 ways its outboards Corrosion will eat away
attacks other
it
before
zinc
to
out,
and
inside
treated,
are
metals, thereby protecting the
protect them from corrosion.
submerged parts of the
other
Water
on.
Impregnati
.1.
plant.
power
internal
other
passages and
cavaties are flooded with an
RV Cleaning
impregnating compound. A
When spring housecleaning
baking operation leaves the
passages sealed with a hard the interior of your camping
trailer or recreational vehicle,
corrosion-resistant surface.
exposed
All
Coleman Company adLyfanite.
the
2.
aluminum parts are subjected vises vacuuming around
to a Lyfarute bath which does heaters and refrigerators to
two things. It converts an remove any dust and spider
aluminum surface to a tough, webs that may have accorrosion-resistant amor- cumulated over the winter
phous chromate surface. It months. These appliances
also Makes an excellent operate more efficiently when
bonding surface for the clean.
primer.
3. Zinc Chromate Primer. A
protective undercoating of
zinc chromate is sprayed on
clean, degreased castings,
again helping to seal against
corrosion.
4. Premium "Baked-on"
Enamel. The entire motor,
including the powerhead, is
sprayed with a liberal coat of
high quality acrylic enamel
paint before the final baking
operation. This gives the

Fun But
Needs Caution
Water skiing is tons of fun,
not to mention good exercise,
and proof of that is the fact
that it's one of the fastest
growiug participant sports in
the country.
Part of the reason for its
success if that water lovers of
all ages and ability can do it.
And, considering that it's
practically tailor-made for
families, the starting up costs
for a water ski rig can be very
modest.
For those who are jumping
into the sport for the first time
this season, here are some
driving tips from the Johnson
Outboards News Bureau that
will help you and yours look
like experts the first times out.
Pulling a skier up requires
teamwork and coordination.
The driver should slowly take
the slack out of the tow rope.
The observer should help keep
the rope untangled. When the
skier is ready, he yells "Hit
it". The driver then applies
ample power to pull the skier
up quickly, then quickly
throttles back to a speed
compatible with the skier's
ability. For beginners this
will be about 18-25 miles per
hour.

Fifteen year old John Smith, IGrksey, brought home a
real trophy Tuesday, August 21, with this white squirrel
John was using a 12 guage shotgun and didn't know the
squirrel was white until it hit the ground. The trophy is
being mounted by Paul's Taxidermy.

Coleman Nas Ten Camping
Trailers To Choose From
Low, light and sturdy but
with plenty of room and lots of
comfort and convenience
describes this year's crop of
Coleman camping trailers.
With 10 models to pick from
there is a size and type to meet
the needs of just about any
family, according to the
Coleman Company, a leader
in the manufacture of the
popular fold-down trailers.
Two of this year's new
models weigh in at less than
900 pounds. Two others weigh
under 1200 pounds. The
heaviest models are in the 1300
to 1360 pound range. Hitch
weights vary from a low of 100
to a high of 170 pounds.
The weight is important
because of the trend to
cars. Coleman
smaller
trailers are matched to the
towing capabilities of compact
and intermediate size cars.
Also important is road
height. When folded for towing
none of this year's Coleman
trailers is more than 47 inches
above the roadway. The
Ligonier and Rebel models
are only 44 inches high. The
low profile gives the driver a
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Steve McReynolds, 13 year old son of Harold McReynolds, Murray, started
a 410
using
was
Steve
squirrels.
six
of
limit
this
with
right
off
season
squirrel
of
day
Barrow
Mary
Photo by
guage shotgun and had his limit by nine a.m.

youcan prevent
- orestfires.
f

Make sure your skiers know
better view of what is behind
offical hand signals.
the
him and on both sides. Wind
drag is reduced to a point that 1. When the skier wants to go
there is little effect on gas slower, he motions with his
mileage. It all adds up to more palm down repeating the
downward motion.
fun per gallon.
For 1979, Coleman has three 2. If he wants more speed, the
new ' Ltd. models. All have signal is just the opposite
fully equipped interiors and as palm up, and repeated upward
added features a queen-size motions.
for
bed and electric water pump. 3. If the speed is correct
OK
Ltd. models sleep 7, 8 or 9 the skier, he can signal the
persons depending on the floor sign - the thumb and
,forefinger forming a circle.
plan selected.
An immediate stop is
4.
inColeman
Another
novation is found in the signaled with a flat palm and
Ligonier model. This new outstretched arm.
the skier
lightweight camper has two 5. To cut the motor,
big 51-inch-wide wingbeds. moves his fingers across his
There is also a complete throat in a cutting motion.
galley, two overhead dome 6. To change direction, the
lights and a convertible skier motions with outretched
palm in the direction he
dinette.
to go.
desires
Convepience features such
as potty storage cabinets, 7. Should the skier fall into the
chests of drawers and war- water, he can signal the boat
drobe cases have been added that he is OK by clasping hi
hands overhead. Also,
to some 1979 models.
Standard on all Coleman should hold a ski up to warn
campers is a fold-down galley any approaching boats of his
with propane range, sink and presence.
water supply, an exclusive
three-way portable ice box,
color coordinated interiors, a
wide and sturdy step door that
provides easy access to stored
items while the trailer is in a
fold-down position, and
generous windows with both
screen and storm closures.
The range of accessories
this year is wider than ever.
There is a screened add-on
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
room that nearly doubles the
DON PAcCtURE
GRAYSON PAcCtURE
total living space, self-storing
To
94 [as, out of Murray for 2 mtles Turn roght on 280
a
Follow 280 for 7 mills post Bonner s Grocery Take
canopies, privacy curtains,
blacktop ,nto Panorornilond follow blacktop to your r,ght
propane heater that operates
therfrom a wall-mounted
Telephone,502-436-5483
a
mostat,
gas-electric
refrigerator and a handy
vanity. There's even an installation kit that lets the user
hang up his own 115-volt air
conditioner while in camp.
All in all it looks like a
banner year for the versatile
fold-down camping-trailer and
an especially good one for the
company that built an international reputation with its
hinters, camp stoves and
other gear for the outdoorsman.
For more information write
to the Coleman CompanY) ,
Camping Trailer Division. •
Somerset, Pa. 15501.
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sappy Holiday Travel,Inc
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Lakes, TVA's
Over 300 giant(anada geese nest each year in Land Between The
and
Tennessee.
Because
Kentucky
western
in
area
ion
demonstrat
170,000-acre publi
residents of the area.
of the favorable conditions, the geese have become permanent
In the foreground io a smaller variety of Canada geese recently discovered at the DunThe Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
can Bay Wildlife F ropagation Facility in Land Between
42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
TVA Photo by Kevin Penick

. 641 North

753-6448
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RESTAURANT
Murray, Kentucky

South 12th Street
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting
Goods

900 Sycamore
753-5142
Ft477-,

Murray, Ky.

641 Super Shell

Kenlake Marina

Shere "Service Is Our Business

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

Hi-Way 641 S.
•

wocssouscssN-

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Bogiv'wli
_ RK

753-4111

Rt. 1 Hardin

(502) 474-22 5 or 474-2211, ext. 171
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Tigers Notch Early Lead,
Open With 14-2 Triumph

Photos by Tony Wilson

Murray High coach John Hina had a word with quarterback Rich Rollins during last night's game against Russellville. The
Tigers won 14-2.

Capable Performer
Gossage Shows Old Form, Helps Yankees Beat Twins
By KEN RAPPOPORT
eliminated „ anything can and Hal McRae drove in two
runs to pace Kansas City over
AP Sports Writer
happen in this game."
Boston.
The right-handed
frustrating
AL,
This has been a
Elsewhere in the
season for the New York Kansas City defeated Boston Chamberlain, undefeated
Yankees. For Rich Gossage, 4-2; Milwaukee stopped Texas since being called up from
that goes double.
9-6; Cleveland turned back Jacksonville in the AA'
Oakland 5-2; Seattle beat Southern League two weeks
•'Everyone knows what I'm ,
Petroit 5-2 and Toronto ago, struck out seven and
capable of doing," says the trimmed California 6-4. The walked one in notching his
Yankees relief pitcher who Baltimore-Chicago game was third complete game.
helped ,win world cham- postponed because of an
pionships in 1977 and 1978.
Right-hander Dennis
unplayable field at Comiskey
He hasn't been doing it this Park.
Eckersley, 16-7, lost despite
season because of a thumb
holding Kansas City to five
injury, but Friday night he
Gossage
saved
Ron hits.
showed some flashes of his old Guidry's . seventh straight
Brewers 9, Rangers 6
form while helping the victory and 13th of the season.
Gorman Thomas' 32nd
Yankees beat the Minnesota with his late-inning work. homer capped a three-run
Twins 7-5.
Guidry, 13-7, went the first 62-3 eighth-inning rally that
innings, allowing six hits while carried Milwaukee over
"Here I am trying to get
striking
out three and walking Texas. Milwaukee had an
back into shape and we're in a
early 4-1 lead, but the Rangers
three.
,
the
pennant race," said
battled back to tie three times.
righthander.
Danny Darwin, 3-4, pitched
Gossage came in with a 3-2
debatable,
course
is
That of
count on Roy Smalley and 31-3 innings of two-hit relief
considering the Yankees are men oh first'ind second, with but absorbed the loss after
in fourth place in the the Yanks holding a 7-4 lead. Milwaukee's rally in the
American League East, 12'7. The reliever saw Smalley eighth.
games behind the Baltimore reach base on an error, and
Indians 5, A's 2
Orioles. But Gossage has then gave up a run-scoring
Rick Waits fired a fourhopes.
single to Ron Jackson before hitter and Bobby Bonds
"I know it'd be a miracle if retiring the last batter of the pounded a homer and a double
to pace Cleveland over
we came back," said Gossage inning.
Oakland. Waits, 13-11, struck
Royals 4, Red Sox 2
after posting his 11th save.
Rookie Craig Chamberlain out three and walked four and
''But you're not out of this
until you're mathematically won his third staight game survived a 55-minute rain

Bonds hit his 19th homer of
the season, a solo shot leading
off the fifth against Oakland
starter Mike Norris, 4-6. He
also doubled leading off the
seventh and scored on a single
by Cliff Johnson.
"I haven't pitched a good
game here in Cleveland) in
about two months ... until
tonight," said Waits. "I
needed this one" ,
. Tigers 5, Mariners 2
John Wockenfuss doubled in
two runs and Lynn Jones hit a
solo homer to lead Detroit past
Seattle_ Wockenfuss' double
capped a three-run outburst in
the Tiger first. Jones hit his
homer in the eighth to complete Detroit's scoring.
Jack Morris, 12-5, was the
winner with-relief help from
Aurelio Lopez, who gained his
14th save.
• Blue Jays 6. Angels 4
John Mayberry'S two-run
double capped a four-run fifth
inning that carried Toronto
over California. The rally
wiped out a 4-2 Angel lead and
made a winner out of Toni
UnderwOod,6-15.
Underwood scattered nine
hits over 62-3 innings and Tom
Buskey finished the game,
earning his sixth save.

dominate this game that
opened the season for both
teams, and a two-hour
drenching , from the skies
before gametirne made the
pass, a weapon Murray
figures to capitalize on this
year, near impossible.
"It was such a risk to throw
the ball, what with receivers
slipping, that we had to
change things a little bit,"
said Hina. In fact, the two
points
Russellville
did
manage came when a
moisture-slickened ball was
snapped high over punter Nick
Swift's head near his goal line
midway through the fourth
quarter.
Ronnie Skipworth nailed
Swift in the endzone for a
safety that pulled the Panthers within the final margin.
However the turning point for,
or rather against. Russellville
may have come midway
through the second quarter,
says Barrett.
Russellville managed to
move to Murray's 25-yard
line, and a holding penalty
against the Tigers put the
hosts at first and goal at the
eight-yard line.
David McCormick was
stopped for a two-yard loss —
"we missed a block really bad
on that play," said Barrett —
and the Panthers were
slapped five yards for illegal.'
motion on the next play.
Dwight McDowell sacked
Barrett's son, quarterback
Keb, for a loss of three yards,
and Rossellville's field-goal
attempt of 31 yards was far •
right and short, "We should
havve went into the dressing
room at halftime tied at,7-7,"
said Barrett.
Murray,. with its twotouchdown lead over most of
the second half, went to a ball"I'm not sure exactly what control offense, but with it
happened on those two long came some mistakes, says
gainers," said Barrett. "But I Hina.
"Naturally, we didn't want
do know that we broke down in
areas that I didn't really to take any chances with the
comfOTtable position we were
expect to.
Murray's 'domination came in," he said. ''But we backed
glaringly on the ground, ourselves into a few holes in
where the Tigers' piled up 244 the second half and almost let
yards to only 56 for them back in it,"
One came with 70 seconds
Russellville, making the
latter's edge in passing left in the fourth quarter. A
Rollins pass was deflected,
yardage (29-22 irrevelant.
Foster finished with 98 and Terry White made a
yards on 11. carries to lead all diving interception to give his
runners, while Nick Hibbard team a first down on Murray's
and Crawford had 71 and 62 29. Terry Reeves snared a
respectively.' Barrett pass moments later to
each,
Russellville's biggest ground- put the Panthers at the 15gainer was Chris Hampton. yard line, but their drive was stalled when a fourth-down
who netted only 21 yards.
Both coaches had predicted pass at the 17 fell incomplete.
From that period on,
that the defenses would

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. —
After it was over, as each
coach sloshed the way to his
team's respective dressing
room, both reflected on what
might have been had the rain
not dampened the ball, the
players and the coaching
philosophies.
As it was, though, Murray
14-2 victory over
Bussellville last night was
satisfaction enough for Tiger
coach John Hina. "I was
happy with the whole team's
play • every bit of it," he said.
And Russellville coach Ken
Barrett, despite his team's
failure to muster much of an
offense, didn't sound actually
unhappy with his team's
performance. "We made two
first half mistakes, and they
was enough to beat us against
a good team like Murray," he
said.
The mistakes were in the
form of breakaway runs by
Tiger running backs that were
directly. responsible for both
the Murray scores. With 9:42
left in the second period,
junior Tim Foster found a
huge hole in the right side of
the line and zipped 58 yards
for a touchdown. Nick Swift's
kick made it 7-0.
Then, with exactly a minute
left in the same quarter, Craig
Crawford broke away on a
near-identical play for a 62yard gain that put Murray at
first-and-goal
at
the
'Russellville eight-yard line.
Quayterback Rich Rollins hit
Robin Roberts with a pass that
netted five yards, then connected with Foster for the
second Murray TD on another
five-y ard toss.

Russellville, aside from its
safety, was unable to advance
past midfield.
''In a lot of ways, we did as
well as I had hoped, but in
other ways, we didn't," said
Hine. "We've got 10 games
left, and we'll have prove we
can do it every week." Murray
High travels to Reidland
Friday for an 8 p.m. contest.

Murray
Russellville
First Downs
10
Rushes-Yards 33-244
'39-56
5-10-1
3-10.1
Passing.
Yds Passing
22
29
Total offense
366
115
Punts-avg
4-32 5
0-300
6-70
Penalties-yds
2-10
0-0 ,
Fumbles-lost
3-1
Murray ladivklual
Rushing - Nick Hibbard 15-71 Tun
Foster 11-96, Craig Crawford 2-62 Nick
Swift 4-14, Rich Hollins 1- -1
Passing - Rollins 5-10-1 27 yils.
Receiving. Robin Roberts 3-14, Foster
1-5; Brad Wells 1-3
Punting -Swift 4-130 32

A Murray High defender prepares to down Russellville
quarterback Rick Dudley duriug the first half of last
night's game that opened the two teams'season.

TOO COOL
COSTS
TOO MUCH

Mudd Zooms To Final-Round
67, Captures Kentucky Open
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Jack
Barber was philosophical
about losing the Kentucky
Open golf title that he won last
year. Barber. led for two
rounds of the latest renewal of
that tournament only to see
Louisville amateur Jodie
„Mudd win the whol thing with
a surge on the last day.
''As someone said, You
won't have to put up with him
for too long because he'll be on
the tour," Barber said.
He may 'just be right, if
Mudd continues to shoot the
*kinds of rounds he recorded in
the Kentucky Open. After
strugg • to a 2-over-par 74
,on o
ng day, Mudd
blistered the 6,600-yard
Vildwood Country Club

course with closing rounds of
68 and 67. His 209 total for 54
holes was four shots ahead of
Barber, who nonetheless
earned the $2,000 winner's
share as the top pro finisher in
the field.
Mudd, who cannot accept
prize money, had to be content
with a new set of golf clubs
and a place in the record
books. He is the first to win the
Kentucky Amateur and the
Open in the same year.
He . was also the first
amateur to win the Open since
Ron Acree of Louisville turned
the trick won over the same
course in 1967.
Barber, of Lexington, led
Mudd by a troke heading into
Friday's final round, but could
do no better than match par

NOW OPEN
Murray Precision Machining Inc.
Our 'chine shop is now open in Murray.
Lath, ind mill work done for construction
equipment, trucks, ,farm equipment. We
also repair obsolete pieces and make internal and external standard 8, metric
threads.

Call 753-3010
Mot, Thr•orgh Fri. 7-4
After N•rors 7534231

404 North 4th
Shop No. 3

72. He finished at 213, two
shots ahead of Bill Etscorn of
Louisville. Amateur Vaughan
Jones of Louisville was the
only other player to match par
with an even-par 216. .
"The last two days I played..
a lot better," Mudd said. "I
was more accurate today than
the first two. This course isn't
that tough. You just hit the
ball down the middle and
you'll stay out of trouble.
"After the first day, I said
I've got to have a good round
because I knew Jack wasn"t
going to have a bad one."
Paul Ellington of Louisville,
an amateur, was at 217 while
amateur Rick Stewart of
Louisville and pros Bubba
Clements of Louisville and
Larry Gilbert of Brandenburg
were at 218.
Pro John Newton of
Lexington finished alone at 219
while pros Mike Thrasher and
Phil Krick, both of Louisville,
and amateur David Combs of
London were at 220.
In at 221 were pros Brown
Cullen of Louisville, Jack
Freeman of Ashland and
Mark Kemper of Louisville.
In addition to Mudd and
Stewart, the only other player
to break 70 on the final day
was amateur Ron Ubelhart of
Louisville. He finished at 222
and was joined at that figure
by amateur Louisvillians
Steve Rogers and Denny
Thompson.

it*

A chilled home means shelling out extra dollars at bill-paying
time. Save the cool and save the
money. Cool at 78 degrees or
higher.

West Ky. MI
Rural Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
Tim Foster fright, and Kevin ioht (fin) defended against a Russellville pass during last
night's high school season opener Tilt Tigers scored twice in the second quarter to win 14-2.

Murray-Mayfield
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Joiner Shines As Union
County Bumps Calloway

ivtii

39-51i
1-10-1
29
35
5-300
2-10
3-1
Tim
Nick
outer

Dr

Fullback Mike Shipwash grimaced after sustaining a slight injury during last night's season opener against Union County.
The Lakers fell behind early and lost 51-0.

Mayfield Coasts Past Lone Oak

Shelby County Drops Ballard
By The Associated Press
Shelby County, long a power
in Class AAA, made a successful jump into the Class
AAAA ranks by upsetting
Louisville Ballard 7-3 in one of
the headline games of the first
full week of competition in
Kentucky high school football.
Shelby County scored the

only touchdown it needed in
the first period when fullback
Lindsay Allen bolted 59 yards
to paydirt. Ballard got its only
points in the third period on a
25-yard field goal by Todd
Wiebusch.
Ballard threatened late in
the game, but the drive stalled
at the Shelby County 10 when

Leonard Sullivan recovered a
Ballard fumble.
"Our defense rose to the
occasion when it had to," said
Shelby County Coach Tom
Becherer. "Ballard controlled
the ball in the second half and
played in our end of the field
most of the time."
There were no major
suprises in Friday's action,
with three defending state
champions posting victories.
Mayfield,
two-time
defending
Class _ AA
titleholder, extended its
winning streak to 27 games
with a 35-7 romp over Lone
Oak. Class AAAA winner
I,ouisville Trinity opened with
a 49-28 blitz of Louisville Doss.
Class AAA titleist Russell,
beaten last week by Mayfield
in the Recreation Bowl,
evened its record at 1-1 with a
17-6 decision over Paintsville,
last year'sClass A runnerup.
Lexington Tates Creek,'
runnerup to Trinity a year
ago, copped a 21-7 win over
Louisville Manual while
Lexington Henry Clay, un-

beaten in regular season 4ay
last year, opened its campaign
with a 15-13 squeaker over
Class AAA runnerup Woodford County.
Somerset, victim of the
Mayfield buzzsaw in last
year's AA title game, got off
on a winning foot with a 22-13
decision over Lexington
Bryan Station.
Franklin County, which
reached the finals in the State
AAAA category opposite
Tates Creek a year ago,
blanked Newport Catholic 20-0
to run its record to 2-0. Gordon
Lunsford ran for two touchdowns.
In other major games
Friday, Louisville St. Xavier
blanked Louisville Southern
16-0, Henderson County
slipped by Evansville, Ind.,
Reitz 22-21, Boone County shut
out Erlanger Lloyd 6-0 on Ron
Crume's one-yard run, and
Lexington Lafayette got by
Boyd County 13-7 in a match of
teams figured to contend for
AAAA honors.

score, in spite of two-point opportunities in the first half," with four each.
By GARY GARTH
conversion attempts on some he said. "It could have been a
Ledger & Times
Union County. netted 397
of the late touchdowns. "I one-touchdown game at the
Sports Writer
The biggest problem for won't say we weren't trying to half. We feel like we did some rushing yards to Calloway's
Calloway County was Tim score late in the game," he things right tonight. Union 21. "We were a little disappointed with our defense,"
Joiner, and Tim Joiner and said. "But we had played 32 County is just a good team."
and said McDonald. "We didn't
Workman
Tim Joiner — six times, to be kids by the first half and the Tommy
eventually Terry Roberson each gained feel like we hit as well as we
exact — as Union County whole team
24 yards for Calloway County, should. But I'm happy with a
opened the two teams' season played."
Outland praised the Laker and Shane Morton added 10. win. It's the first time in three
by thrashing the Lakers 51-0
last night at Roy Stewart defensive squad for showing Marty McCuiston led the years I've won an opener."
good hustle, despite tiring as Laker defense with six The Lakers travel to Marshall"
Stadium.
tackles, and Mike Shipwash County, a Class 4A school,
The game was the first the game progressed.
We missed a lot of scoring and Richard Young finished Friday for an 8 p.m. contest.
varsity contest in Calloway
County High's history, and
Union County coach Dick
McDonald praised the efforts
of the Lakers.
"I used to coach at Crittenden County, and we had the
numbers
problem, too
(Calloway's roster lists 22
players)," he said. "I know
how hard it is to start a
program. If people are patient
enough, I'm sure that the
program can be built."
Joiner, a 6-1 junior, rushed
for 197 yards and added
another 133 yards in kickoff
returns. The biggest chunk of
his yardage came on Union
County's first play from
scrimmage, when he scampered 60 yards down the right
sideline for the score and a
quick 7-0 advantage.
Calloway County lined up to
receive the kickoff but let the
ball roll toward the sideline,
where the visitors recovered
on the Laker 26-yard line.
One play later, Mark
Cunningham waltzed in from
the line of scrimmage and,
following the missed extra
point, Union County led 12-0.
Another touchdown,- this one
from 18 yards out, provided
the winners with a 20-0 bulge
at the half.
Calloway County defender Shane Morton chases a Union County ballcarrier in the second
Joiner scored four times in
half of last night's loss.
the second ))alf, via a 34-yard
run, a 38-yard punt return, a
12-yard end run and a twoyard plunge for the final
margin.
Despite the one-sided score,
Laker coach Stan Outland said
he was generally pleased with
his teams' performance. "I
think they ( Union County)
Pirates.
By JOHN NELSON
Philadelphia. Elsewhere,
might have left some of their
"The Pirates are going to Chicago whipped San FranAP Sports Writer
horses in there a little too long,
Bill Lee of the Montreal have it tough," Lee said. "We cisco 4-1 and St.Louis clobthough," he said.
Expos, the man they call feel the schedule favors us bered Los Angeles 12-5. •
McDonald, however, denied "Spaceman," has a cautious down the stretch, and the
Lee, 12-10, went 72-3 innings,
that he tried to run up the warning for the Pittsburgh Pirates can't stay hot yielding six hits, and Sosa
forever."
finished up, allowing just one
Lee, a left-hander, com- hit in the ninth for his 14th
bined with reliever Elias Sosa save.
Friday night for a 2-0, sevenhit victory over the Atlanta
"I stayed pretty much
Braves. Home runs by Larry. within myself tonight," "Lee
Baseball Leaders
Prep Football
Parrish and Gary Carter said. "I kept the ball in the
produced all of Montreal's ballpark to let everybody get a
TODAY'S MAJOR
By The Associated Press
LEAGUE LEADERS
Friday Games
runs.
chance to catch something."
By The Associated Press
Ballard Memorial 3 Fulton Co 6
The victory, plus PittNATIONAL LEAGUE
Bardstown 12 N Hardin 10
Parrish got his 20th homer
Barren Co 42 Metcalfe Co 6
BATTING (325 at bats)- Hernandez,
sburgh's 3-2 loss at San Diego,
Bath Co 30 Mason Co 0
St.Louts,.345; Templeton,StLouis,.329;
moved the Expos within two of the season in the second,
Prestonsburg
6
Belfry
26
Horner,
Athol.318;
Matthews, Atlanta,
games of the first-place selecting a Phil Niekro
Berea 30 Rockcastle Co 0
la, .317; Brock,St.Louis, .316.
Boone Co6 Erlanger Lloyd 0
RUNS - Lopes, Los Angeles, 93; HerPirates in the National League knuckleball "that just didn't
Bowling Green 7 Glasgow 0
nandez, St.Louis, 92; Moreno, Pittknuckle," he said. Carter got
East.
Breciunridge Co 20 McLean Co 0
sburgh, 89; Schmidt, Philadelphia, 88;
Caldwell Co 23 Crittenden Co 6
In the West Division race, his 18th homer in the ninth,
Parker, Pittsburgh,88.
Campbellsville 14 Garnaliel 0
RBI - Kingman, Chicago, 95; WinCincinnati blanked the New connecting with a Niekro
Carroll Co 28 Eminence 0
field, San Diego, 93; Schmidt,
York Mets 1-0 to move within changeup.
Clinton
Co
6
Casey
Co
13
Philadelphia, 90; Hernandez, St.LouLs,
Caverns 13 Hart Coo
Niekro, 16-17, went the
88; Clark,San Francisco, 66.
one-half game of frontClark Co 12 Middlesboro 7
HITS- Templeton,St.Louis, 170; Herdistance
for the Braves and
running
Houston,
which
Conner 12 Beechwood 6
nandez, St.Louis, 166; Matthews, Atlandropped a 5-3 decision in yielded seven hits.
Corbin 6 Hazard 0
ta. 166: Garvey, Los Angeles. 163;

Lee Says When Pirates Cool, Expos
Will Assume The NI East Advantage

Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings

Photos

Gary Garth

Calloway County coaches Stan Outland (left) and John
Orr had a word in the first half of last night's game
against Union County. The Lakers lost their first varsity game ever.

ATTENTION!!
1501 Memorial Blvd.
Murfreesboro. Tn. 37130
Phone 1-615-890-3389

Sales & Construction
If you have considered the purchase of a leg
home... Now is the time to Act.

Save thousands of dollars on a log
home kit. We have five different log
sizes and shapes. both round and
tongue & groove.
Strad Today For Fro* Catalog
or Call
615-890-3389-615-890-4682 day or night

Fill Out Bolow and Send To:
Kingwood Log Homes
1501 Memorial Blvd.
Murfreesboro,Tn.37130

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
Baltimore
81 43
.653
Boston
76 49
.603
Pi
Milwitikee
77 52
.597
64,
New York '
69 56
.552 121,
t
Detroit
67 60
.528 151
/
2
Cleveland
64 64
.500 19
Toronto
40 87
.315 4211
WKST
California
70 58
.547 Minnesota
66 64
.524
3
Kansas City
66 61
.520
31
/
2
Texas
62 66
.484
8
'Chicago
56 71
.441 134a
Seattle
54 74
.422 16
Oakland
41 M
.318 291
/
2
Priday's Games
Toronto 6, California 4
Cleveland 5, Oakland 2
Detroit 5, Seattle 2
Baltimore at Chicago, ppd =playable
grounds.
New York 7, Minnesota 5
Kansas ('ity- 4, Boston 2
Milwaukee 9, Texas 6
Saturday's Games
California I Frost 12-8) at Toronto
( Moore 3-41.
Seattle (Parrott liii at Detroit Petry
5-3)
Boston (Torres 13-8i at Kansas City
Leonard 6-91. )
Oakland (Morgan 2-6 at Cleveland
( Barker 3-41. n
Baltimore (Stone 9-7 and Flanagan 17-7)
at Chicago (Trout 7.6 and Wortham 13lli, 2. n.
New York i Tient 104 i at Minnesota
Koosman 16401, n
Milwaukee ( Caldwell 13-5 at Texas ( Allard 1-2), (n)
Sunday's Games
Seattle at Detroit. 2.
California at Toronto
Oakland at Cleveland
Baltimore at Chicago
New York at Minnesota
Boston at Kansas City
Milwaukee at Texas. in

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. Cl)
Pittsburgh
73 53
.579
Montreal
69 53
.566
Chicago
68 56
.548 1
St Louis
66 59
.528 6,
,
Philadelphia
65 62
.512 8,/
New York
51 72
.415 20,
,
WEST
Houston
72 56
.563
Cincinnati
72 57
.558
Los Angeles
,
59 68
465 12,
San Francisco
58 70
453 A
San Diego
55 74
.426
Atlanta
50 78
.391 21
Friday's Games
Montreal 2, Atlanta 0
Cincinnati 1, New York 0
Philadelphia 5, Houston 3
San Diego 3, Pittsburgh 2
Chicago 4. San Francisco 1
St Louis 12, Los Angeles 5
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati Norman 10-10) at New York
I SW7111 12-101.
Chicago (McGlothen 114) at Sin Francisco ( Curtis 841.
Houston (J.Niekro 17-7) at Philadelphia
(Espinosa 1341, In).
Montreal (Schatzeder 9-4) at Atlanta
i Hanna 0-I). (n).
St. Louis (Denny 7-10 at Los Angeles
( Hooton 114), In).
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 10-4 at San Diego
(Perry 1041),(n
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati at New York,
St Louis at Los Angeles.
Pittsburgh at San Diego.
Chicago at San Francisco.
Montreal at Atlanta, in
Houston at Philadelphia, f nl.
Moaday's Games
Houston at Montreal. n
Cincinnati at Philadelphia,(n I.
Atlanta at New York, 2, first game
completion of suspended game of June 1",
In ).
Chicago at San Diego. in
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles, in (.
Only games scheduled

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS
Top Hits & Oldies
All Tapes & Albums
Reg. 7.98 Only

$499

For 1 Week Only
Beginning Sundt), Open 1-5
•
STATI

ZIP

World of Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5865

Covington Cath 19 Newport 14
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 156.
Danville 39 Russell Co 22
DOUBLES- Hernandez,St.Louis. 39;
Elizabethtown 31K Hardin 6
Youngblood, New York, 37; Rose,
Elkhorn
City 40 Cumberland 0
Philadelphia, 36; Crornartie, Montreal,
Evarts 10 Whitley Co 6
34; Parker, Pittsburgh, 31.
Fleming Co 14W Carter 8
TRIPLES - Templeton, St.Louis, 13;
Franklin Co 20 Newport Cath 0
McBride, Philadelphia, 11; Moreno,
Frankfort 20 Anderson Co 0
Pittsburgh, 10; Scott. St.Louis, 10;
Franklin-Simpson 13 Allen Coo
Dawson, Montreal, 9; Winfield, San
Diego, 9.
Ft Knox 22 Marion Co 6
HOME RUNS - Kingman, Chicago, Ft Thos Highlands 7 Dayton 0
41, Schmidt, Philadelphia. 39; Winfield, Grayson Co 21 Butler Coo
Green= Co 10 Rowan Co 6
San Diego, 27; Clark, San Francisco, 26;
Horner, Atlanta, 25; Matthewt, Atlanta. Harlan 32 Bell Co 6
Harrison Co 26 Covington Holmes 15
25; Lopes, Los Angeles, 25.
Harrodsburg 6 Ludlow 0
STOLEN BASES - Moreno, Pitt34 ReicUand 6
50;
Heath
San
Francisco.
sburgh, 55; North,
Henderson Co 22 Evansville Ind Reitz
Taveras, New York, 41; LOPeL Lea
21
Angeles,35; Scott,St.Louis, 33.
PITCHING (12 Decisions) - Tidrow, HopkInaville 42 Trigs Ca 14
Jeffersontovrn 13 Lou Westport 0
2,60;
Bibby,
PittChicago, 10-3, .769,
Knox Central 30 Clay Co 8
sburgh, 9-3, .750, 2.94; LaCoaa, CincinLaRue Co 15 Green Co 10
nati, 14-6, .737, 2.111; Blyleven, PittLeslie Co 31 Breathitt Co 6
sburgh, 10-4, .714, 3.71; Remo, Pittsburgh, 104, .714, 2.47; J.Niekro, Laurel Co 15 Jessamine Co 7
Lewis Co 6 Maysville 0
Houston, 17-7, .708, 3.01; Seaver, CincinLox Henry Clay 15 Woodford Co 13
nati, 124, .706, 3.16; Schatzeder, MonLea Lafayette 13 Boyd Co 7
treal, 9-4,.692, 3.02.
STRIKEOUTS - Richard, Houston, Lea Tates Creek 21 Lou Seneca 7
232; P.Niekro, Atlanta, 160; Carlton, Lincoln Co 32 Mercer Co 8
Philadelphia, 156; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, Lou Atherton 16 Lou Moore 6
Lou Butler 21 Lou Manual?
134; Perry,San Diego, 132.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Lou DeSales 27 Lou Valley 0
BATTING 1325 at bats - Lynn, Lou Eastern 42 Lou Male 6
Boaton, .346; Rice, Boston. 134; Brett, Lou Fairdale 13 Bullitt Central 6
Kansas City, .333; lezcano, Milwaukee. Lou Fern Creek 19 Lou Shawnee 0
E.OU Iroquois 8 Lou Bishop David 7
.332: Downing,California. 329.
Lou Pls Ridge 34 Lou Stuart 23
RUNS - Lynn, Boston,99, Brett. Kansas City,96; Baylor, California. 95; Rice. Lou St Xavier 16 Lou Southern 0
Lou Thos Jefferson 21 Lou Durrett 6
Boston,94; it Jones, Seattle. 90.
RBI - Baylor, California, 110: Lynn, Lou Trinity 49 Lou Doss 28
Lou Waggener 14 Oldham Co 0
Boston, 106, Rice, Boston, 102;
Singleton, Baltimore. 95; Thomas, Lou Western 20 Lou Central 0
Madisonville 13 Christina CO 12
Milwaukee,94.
Pollayfteld 35 Lose Oak 7
HITS - Brett, Kansas City, 172: Rice
ROAM,• 166; Bell. Texas, 180; Lynn, Meade Co 18 N Bullitt 0
Montgomery Co 17 Ashland 12
Boston, 152; Lansford, California, 151
DOUBLES - Cooper, Milwaukee. 38, MURRAY 14 Russellville 2
Brett. Kansas City, 36; Bell, Texas. 36. Ohio Co 7 Hancock COO
Owen Co 12 Parts 0
Lynn, Boston,34; Lemon,Chicago,33
TRIPLES - Brett, Kansas City, 16, Owensboro 27 Evansville Ind Central 0
Molitor, Milwaukee, 13; Wilson, Kansas Owensboro Cath 20 Oboro Apollo 0
Pikeville 21 1.011118 0
City, 11; Randolph, New York, 10;
Providence Ind 9 Nelson Co 7
Porter, Kansas City, 10.
HOME RUNS - Lynn, Boston, 311: Raceland 13 Morgan Co 0
Bice, Boston, 33, Thomas, Milwaukee. Richmond Madison 14 Nicholas Co 0
32, Singleton, Baltimore, 31; Baylor. Russell 17 Paintsville 6
Scott 211 Beth Haven 6
California, n.
Shelby Co 7 Lou Ballard 3
LeFlore, Detroit. Simon Kenton 14 Campbell Co 0
STOLEN BASES
62, Wil3041,-.Kansas City, 58; J.Cruz. Somerset 22 Lea Bryan Station 13
Taylor Co 14 Wayne Co 6
Seattle, 36, Bonds. Cleveland, 31. Bum
Tell City Ind 30 Daviess Co 8
bry, Baltimore,29. Otia.lCarisas City, 29
Trimble Co 36 Henry Co 0
PITCHING 1.12 DeCISICKIS I Davis, New
York, 10-2, .833,3 17, Dragoy Boston. 9-3.
Elsie. CO Si CALLOWAY CO.
750, 3.10, John, New York, 16-6, 727, Warren East 23 Todd central 6
2.90; Caldwell Milwaukee 13-6 772. Washington Co 22W Hardin 0
339, Clear, California. 10-4, 714, 312.
Webster Co 17 &knolls= Co 8
7.ahn. Minnesota, 10-4, 714. 370
William-burg 41 Lynn Camp 0

The Harvest Season
Is Upon Us!

Come See Our

Axial Flow
Combines
The Worlds Most Advanced Combine

Wavier Of Interest
On Used Combines
Until May 1,1980

ik Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94 Phone 753-1215
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2 Notice

tice
2.116-

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

- 46e
2.

_ 2. Notice

WANT AC
CLASSIFICATIONS

something
for
everyone
in the

WWII hero is a reedy
retefeeke that still qescitly Nip
yea Wet* is closuficattoe Hie
ore Wiwi fet.
I. legal Notice
2. NotKe
3. Cord of Thanks
*rnMemers,
S. lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9. Situation Wonted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
IS. Insurance
13. For Sole or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IS. Sewing Machines
19, Form Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
14. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Rode
27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob Home Rents
19. Heating -Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
Photo Copy
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
Machine
34. Houses For Rent
Sales & Service
35, Forms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
TWIN LAKES
37. Livestock-Supphes
OFFICE PRODUCTS
111. Pets-Supplies
311, Poultry-Supplies
753-0123
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
41. Lots For Sale
45. Forms For Sale
46. Homes For Sole
47. Motorcycles
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
4111. Auto Services
P 1 PIS A El IOTTILA P
49, Used Cars
ALE
P L U SM
A R -E
56. Used Trucks
TA 1#. N IA
51. Campers
US ,A110 52. Boats and Motors
ATE
C 0 0 1111111,E S T L I 141.0 53. Services Offered
0 E
E
L A
54. For Trade
A CE
0
1 T
$S. Feed And Seed
ATES
S
A
E
P
E
S
P ill
36. Free Column
S N A T C H ElPiPAIE D
Si. Wanted
TA
AIS
D I .E
A R A
LARGE•E1L ,A
GAM
SMIE LE_S
OPS

ideak for storing house full of
antiques
cars
furniture
business overflows etc
Phone 7S3-7b18 after SO,.

•

p.m

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

want ads

All display ads.
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must' be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
before
cancelled
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to appear in that day's edition.

Quality
SIGNS
Since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Distress signal
4 Scabies
9 Incidental
12 Girl's name
13 Mollified
14 Things in
law
15 Hailed
17 Water
wheels
19 Rocky hill
20 Peeled
21 Merganser
23 Interiection
24 Ardent
27- Kennedy
28 Let fall
30 Nevada City
31 Raid notice
32 Causes
34 Part o' to
be'
35 Contest
37 Spurt forth
38 As written
Mus.
39 Omit
41 Latin con-.
'unction
42 S,vier disk
43 Lowest
point
45 Rubber tree
46 Outing
48 Batt
51 Exist
52 Rent
54 Beam
55 Mom and 56 Chemical
•compound
57 Pronoun
DOWN
1 Algonquian. i
Indian

2 Harem room
3 Seasoned
4 Equal
5 Mournful
6 Bone
7 Rockfish
8 Worship
9 Span
10 Affirmative
11 Worm
46 Base
18 Raises
20 Thrive
21 Platform
22 Commemorative disk
23 Time per, .
- 33 Compass pt
ods
25 Growing out 36 Chopped
38 Guides
of
. 40 Roman off'
26 Latin
:ial
PreDown
28
42 High Mus
44 Frosts
29 Bard
45 Employer
32 Fortification
2

1

3

4

3

6

7

it

46 Cushion
47 Man's name
48 Peer Gynt s
mother
49 Cheer
50 Pheasant
brood
53 Near

•

S

9

10 11

IA

UU

13

12

El

16

III

iY

II

ill
20

19

III
21 22

23
up

°
31

UU

2e

a

aa

aUUU
a•
aUUUUU
29

33
aUUUUU

36

33

•39

40

a
43

44

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Ex-DEBIT
PERSON
Up ,o
,,q.)0 00 per
week possible
No collections! Coll:

E.R. Bell
Amercion Republic
Insurance Co.
502 753-5986
8 p.m. hi 11 p.m
Thurs. night
9 a.m. 111 11 a.m.
Fri. morning

Free Store 759-4600

TAPP
COAL
COMPANY
MURRAY
YARD
1 mile south Highway
121

753-2287
Lump Stoker ond Egg
Coal
Delivery
Service
by the bushel bog ton
or truck load

Pat Hackett
Now open! North Hills Park
Minature Golf Hours, 1 pm til
9 pm, 7 days a week. 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641

3. Card of Thanks
The family of R V Youngblood
wishes to express their sincere
thanks and appreciation to all
who sent flowers, food, and
cards To the Linn Funeral
Home, Brother Lonnie Knight
and Brother Don Phelps. May
God bless all of you The family.

The family of Richard T Waters
would like to thank everyone
who in any way helped to make
it easier to bear the loss of the
iNSpe(iai:i
one we loved so very much. A
Hardware
Starks
special thanks to those who
121h & Poplar
sent flowers, food and helped
753-1227
in 'any way We thank the docFREE PARKING'
tors and nurses at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital for
heir services, the J.H. ChurFamily Portraits A chill Funeral Home staff for
Specialty At heir kindness extended to us
this sad hour. to the Rev Dr
CARTER STUDIO inalter
Mischke, 1r , for his
753-8298
omforting words of. hope for
°Morrow, and those who served as pallbearers
BIBLE CALL
Hear Tape "Faith &
Works" 759-4444
or "Story about

6. Help Wanted

14. Want To Buy

6. Help Wanted

Want to buy Feeder pigs Call
Cashier clerk apply in Uncle 753-7119 or 436-2469
Jeff's clothing :epartment
16. Home Furnishings
Full time baby tter needed for
Electric
inrange, 30 inch, white,
It
-ildren
two small ,:.
cal2l87E3-0839 or after deluxe model Call 753-8423
terested
ste7c1535
6
between 8 am and 5 pm.
For all your new and used furcareer
a
Ad
Housewives,
family. niture needs, check us first,
y Jr
around
new beautiful Carraway Furniture, 105 North
demonstrate
3rd Cash and Carry 753-1502.
product on a ',an party plan.
per
For sale one large and one
High commi, on $10
hour. Be your own boss. set small refrigerator, good condiyour own hocs. no territorys. tion, nice formica desk. $75, 4
no drawer metal filing cabinet
-vestment
no cash
delivery. Prin_ess House in- $40 Phone 753-4494
terested call 2.:8-8057 or 623- Hide-a-bed. plaid check. like
6
new. Also a carpet, shag, for 2
Call 753-6015
rooms
ReJportunity
office
Law
quires office iFAperience short Queen size mattress, very good
hand or spee2 writing skills, condition, $20 Phone 753typing skills. Arne bookkeep- 7231.
ing some kncwledge of office Side by side Tappan
machines and desire to learn refrigerator freezer, copperNeed not apc without above tone, extra nice. $225 Phone
Resume to P Box 32 G Mur- 753-1877 or 753-4074.
ray, KY.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
counter
ay s
642-8250 We buy sell and
person. Also Assistrade
tant Manager. App-itieaners
uun
17VIcly in person, Long
John Silvers, 71 I
KIRBY

23. Exterminating

31

411

47uu•u
53
32

a"

S4

UU

auuuuuu

Clean little 2 bedroom trailer
with large side room, air wood
stove, water and trash pickup,
furnished in country No pets
or children $110 per month
753-8061
Two bedroom, central air conditioning, gas heat, fully
carpeted, walking distance of
the University 753-5209

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control 32. Apts. For Rent
el.••• 753 34.4
24:111scellineous
Attention Brick layers! Acid for
cleaning brick, 1 gallon $2. 10
gallons or more $1 75. 7536041.
Barber chair, old. &35. 7594683 after 530 pm.
Cherry wood, over 20 years old.
1 inch stock, 75 cents board
foot, 2 inch and 3 inch turning
squares, $1 25 board foot, 4
inch squares. 51 75 board foot_
Planing available 492-8831 or
753-5940 after 5 pm.

Apartments on Kentucky lake
one or two bedroom furnished
unfurnished. utilities included
Call 362-8015
Duplex for rent 2 bedroom
Call 753-9240 8 until 5
For rent furnished apartment
in New Concord. $80 a month
Call 436-2427
For rent trailer and furnished
apartment on lake, waterfront
lot Call 436-2427
One and two bedroom apartments for rent. One block from
University Call 753-2649 or
753-5791

New Split-it hydraulic log split- 33.
Rooms for Rent
ter. Sacrifice price Call 753
For college students. boys only;
5703 for information.
furnished with kitchen
26. TV-Radio
facilities and private entrance
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2 Call 436-5479
South 12th St.
t s and one stereo. Works 34. Houses For Rent
VACUUM
perfect with warranty. Selling
CLEANERS
Mechanic to operate two bays
large discount. Clayton's-1 & For rent. 3 bedroom house in
at
For tactory authurized Kris
country. $225 per month plus
of newly re-opened service sta- soles and service colt (9011
B Music. Dixieland Center
deposit Call 247-6179
tion. Experience. Commission
642-76 1 9. Located at 102
t.v.
color
inch
25
Repossesed
Hopkins Sycamore Se,iiice. 9th W. Washington Si Court
Take up monthly payment War- Small one bedroom- house in
and Sycamore
Square, Paris, In
ranty. 1 & B Music, 753-7575. county 753-4065
Male protection heic above 30
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna. Small house. 5 miles north of
years old, permanr: piace in.19. Farm Equipment
can talk to Canada and Mexico Murray. $135 per month,
mixing room Apply
Black Locust posts, 30 cents New $150. now $75. 492- reference and deposit. 753Kentucky Candy ;:ompany each Phone 382-2260
1873
Alma.
John Deere 45 combine, good 8U8
se3d4 t.v tower, with rotating 36. For Rent Or Lease
Need one full time 2 part time condition Call 436-2316
antenna top 753-0211.
employees for De -Bakery
Mini
Must be able to ec•i• day or Just received truck load of Wanted 100 used t.v.s 6-w or
Warehouse
boxes,
tool
standard and color Will give $50. $100. or
night or weekends itPply in truck
delLxe models. Also. stainless up to1200 on trade in for a
Storage Space
person Big John's.
steel tai lgait protectors. Magnavo touch tune t.v. Bring
For Rent
in
Need babysitter for !...iiodlers
$15 75 • Vinson Tractor Co . it in at layton's-1 & B
JO am. 3
my home. 730 til
753-4758
753-4892
Dixieland Center, Murray, KY,
or 4 days per week. 753-9963.

'-person

$7.00 PER HOUR
FULL TIME
$3.50 PER HOUR
PART TIME
Driver Delivery of small
household appliance.
Must be neat and fur•
nish
transport
ation.

PAID
VACATION
For those who qualify
for a personal interview. Call Moods,
/ only
August 27th botwein 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. 502759-1345.

New 1978 Farm
Fans AB-12 crop
dryer. 1 year warranty on parts and
labor. 25 00 off list.
Call Allie A. Seys 1345-2794.
Tractor tires repaired New and
used tractor tires Get our price
before you buy Vinson Tractor
Co.. 753-4892

20. Sports Equipment
Full set of ;Den's golf clubs
with new golf bag $65 7536262
Men's set of 1976 Titletst irons
(2-wedge). a set of 1910 Wilson
X31 woods (1,3,4,5) These golf
clubs are in excellent shape
Call 759-1588 after 5 pm.
Model 12 Winchester Call 4374198

27. Mobile Home Sales 37-.1-vestock-Supplies
1973 12x70 Citation, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths. washerdryer hookuP, all electric.
carpet throughout. extra shelving and other improvements, 1
air conditioner, good shape. For
tnformation call 753-6204

41. Public Sale

Garage sale 1603 Catalina
Drive 4 to 7 Friday and 8 to 1
Saturday
PUBLIC SALES
*Allies We I kirksey. Sot. 10
Sm. 5 k.nt. cash sales may.
Clayton's per wool collections
of trans_ 4000 ocivid coins,
notes. Movies: comedy, meloRecords. Trains,
drama
Trails
mistier.
religiovs,
bezel
Pisstcards:
6000
Plaster•Cast
(wheles•le).
Males: 200, religioes, aims,
frames, 'Sc. Rooks: Clod Nor,
Copy-Mate,
kilns, others
Stereo sod more Usage Land
anent 11865). Disolor Mossirios 489-2652,_

Yard sale. Friday. August 24, I
pm til 6 pm, Saturday, August
25th, 8 am til 6 pm Furniture,
boy's clothes, tv., CB radios,
dishes electric appliances, lots
of miscellaneous Third house
on left on Tom Taylor Road off
641 South

41. Real Estate
eelnew
Just Lletr
fly
.xtro neat
2 BR house in oncollont
1 507
at
Condition
Cloyshire. It has on efficient floor pion with kit
(hen pantry, utility room
outside storage, ond tenced yard. It has plostic
underneath is well insulated and has low hoot
bill record Owner leaving Murray Priced in low
30's
An

ONDURAN

INVITATION TO BID

NOTICE

4

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE
Saturday, Aug. 25
From B a.m.
til 5 p.m. it
200 N. I Stli St.
Many inexpensive guali
ty items. Almost new
fall shirts, sweaters,
and slocks at bargain
prices. Also many low
priced nic-nacs.

jap and clover hay for sale, in
the field, will cut and bale.
753-5831.
733 N!34n 753 34ö0
Milk cow, Holstein, with
papers. Call 753-2757 after
4 30 pm
Beginner's luck! Clean, extra
nice. 2 bedroom mobile home
sale.
for
Pony
Call
753-0169.
1975 Double wide on 2 acre
located on tree shaded corner
lot, central air, well and large 38. Pets-Supplies
lot or a perfect ending for
garage. located in Kirksey AKC Pug puppies. these cute retirees! For more information
Price reduced. Call 489-2248 puppies make wonderful pets call 753-1492 offered by
after 5 pm
Loretta Jobs Realtors. "
753-7438
For sale by owner: 1978 New AKC registered Doberman pup- 111.111
Moon trailer. 14464, and 5 pies, 8 weeks old Call 35Purdom & Thurman
acres 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. 2896
& Real Estate
Insurance
electric heat and carpet
•ns.de Court Square
throughout Like new Can be Beginners obedience classes to
Murray, Kentucky
bought with or without land. be started September 1. for 10
Kennels
Paradise
at
weeks
753-4451
Call 436-2232.
Must sign up in advance. Class
For sale. 1969 mobile home, will be limited For more inforBrand new 2 bedroom'. 1 bath
12 X 58. 2 bedroom, lots of ex- mation call 753-4106.
built-in appliances, city water
tras Call 492-8325 after 5 pm
sewer nice size lot. Call
and
black
Toy Poodle puppies. one
For sale mobile home in and two silver., wormed. Phone Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Riviera Courts. Furnished, air 753-2777
Choice Waterfront, lake view
conditioned, underpinned, very
smAll acre tracts near lake
and
40. Produce
clean 753-3280
at Hamlin. KY about 10 miles
1978 Mobile home, 12x52, 2 For sale apples. C,ourtland east of Murray. All have good
Paducah Johnathon Yellow building sites This property
bedroom. 753-4006.
Delicious and others Graded can be purchased with a low
1972 Schultz mobile home. apples $5 per bushel, sound
12x60, central heat and air seconds Si per bushel -arSo down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
Phone 753-7951
Cider Call to reserve order, rates We also have several lake
12 X 60 Mobile home. 2 Tucker Orchards, Landfill Road area homes for -sale John C
bedroom, washer-dryer, new 489-2467 Bring own con- Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
carpet, fully furnished, gas tainers
Sycamore Street. Murray. 753heat Located in Fox Meadows. Watermelons ready Friday at 0le1 or 753-7531
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455 noon, August 24th Call 642Children need a big house! The
after 5 pm.
4439. Pete Valentine
one we have lust listed has
plenty of room for everyone 5
28. Mob. Home Rents 41. Public Sale
Satur bedrooms and 2 baths located
Friday
sale,
and
Garage
House trailer for rent in nice
on quiet street, Priced in the
day, 9 00-5 00. August 24 and
an
for
quiet place Come to 14 Vine 25 2 manual typewriters, ping $30's. Call
Street
pong table, boys clothing and appointment . 753
Mobile home lots for rent in shoes, ladies clothing, purses 1492. Offered by Loretta Jobs
Apple Valley, 3 miles south of and shoes. books games. Realtors.
Murray on 641. Cali 753-0364 fabricc and lunk
1209 For sale cleanup and body
or 753-3455 after 5 pm.
Dogwood Drive East, Whitnell shop Stadium View Drive Cali
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Partially furnished mobile Estates behind Holiday Inn
home, two bedrooms $100
deposit. $150 per month GamWANTED: Finance Officer
ble's Trailer Court. Stella 7534082
QUALIFICATIONS: B.S. in accounting preferred; at
leost 4 years accounting experience
SALARY: Open
Send resume's to
County Parks Board is re-

Cook, full or part time Cooks
helper, full time. Highest pay-'
mg in this locality. Kentucky Need someone to remove
53
Lodge Restaurant. Aurora leaves from ditch. Rhone 753Lake
Jesus" 73t414i
474-2259.
6103
‘fOti CAN 60 i-i()ME
WEk.6,7hAT 70E5 LT FOR
Taking applications for cooks
Apply in person Triangle Inn,
ANOTHER 5EASON,MANA6ER! BROOD ABOUT THI5 5EA5ON
So 12th Street
22. Musical
NU OU HAVE TWO CHOICE5.. 4.1. LATER LONG. OR h(CL:
CAN LIE HERE AND ROT!
Wanted farm families in- Baldwin interlude organ for
terested in a top notch major home or church.-, Automatic
medical group hospital rhythms, new condition Will
coverage Call Bennett &, Hlwe sdecfal considerations to
Associates 753-7273
Churches Call after 4 pm
weekdays 489-2400
9. &tuation Wanted
Classical
guitar lessons, quality
NANCY
Wanted farm families inI SUPPOSE HE
HE FRAMED THE
for -the sincere
lessons
major
notch
top
a
in
terested
FRAMED THE
SHOESTRING
ROLLO-hospital Guitarist. Chuck's Music Store.
group
medical
FIRST
DOLLAR
HOW DID
1 /
HE EVER
coverage Call - Bennett & C7l5a3
7e6t2.0.in good condition.
7
YOU GET
EARNED
Associates 753-7273
SO RICH?
Will do babysitting in my home For sale: 6 string Alvarez Artist
at Lynn Grove. 435-4379 or guitar, pearl inlaid neck. 1400.
753-7235
Call 753-7490
10. Bus. Opportunity Ludwig snare drum, excellent
For sale 30x60 cleanup shop. for a beginner_ Call 753-5973
12 miles east of Murray on after 4 pm.
U so C.A.,* 5,nthcate
Highway 94 Call 474-2335 Selmer trombone, excellent
BEETLE BAILEY
condition, $75. Phone 753after 6 pm
BETTER STOP
LOOKS LIKE
WHAT
AND RAVE A
15 THAT
AN ANT
7231,
LOOK
SIGN?
console stereo. $35. ComUsed
BUSINESS
ponent sets. $75. Also 19 inch
OPPORTUNITY
color t v and one year old conEstablished Children's
sole piano. Clayton's-1 & B
ready to wear store in
Music, 753-7575.
middle
Northwest
Tennessee. fiem°del"
ed and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
The N A-ray-Calloway
Children's Retail
questing bids on the following two items:
Business, Box 543, St.
1. Fencing (4) &infields
Bethlehem,TN 37155.
I-1E WOUND u iN
4axammammaimmomillOW
2. All Metal Picnic Shelters (3)
iSucx<E-r.
CUR
.1
.
.2
(
Bid information and specifications may be obtained
__I_Vadfill$
udi
from the Parks and Recreation Office, 10th and Payne
Co
r da
ionchfroan'
1 111%1
4
Sts., phone 753-7640.
fire aendStgym°a
nastics Call 753-4647
----._.
-teeRINI
Private piano instructor will
give private piano lessons
beginning in September B.S.
and 6 years exdegree in
EXAMINATION TO BE MELD TO FILL A VACANCY IN A
E'''^PLISs
perience in private teaching.
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ms
Will teach adults and children.
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Call
Health Department for the classification of Clerk
Typist 11. Minimum requirements for this position
arodnsu rance
1-Er
NOW I'LL BLA5T
WHERE'S THE
follows:
areas
THAT HOOD/
ilies in
HOOD GON4X
W
farm
Graduation from high school, including or supmajor
terested in a top notch
plemented by a course in typing. Minimum of one
ita8.1
tAtipY AT
grouofarn
year experience is also required.
coverage call Benh:esttP
The beginning salary is $2.68 per hour. Persons in-,
As
terested in taking this examination can obtain further details and an application blank from the
ant o
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
chisel
378:193.foot
4lani8
498
t3
to16b.u7y5
'
Murray, Ky.,
Street,
Phone
,li.1* and corn elevator
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department office on or before
September 5, 1979.
Want to buy 15-20 feet of good
stove Pip
Cow r72, used triple wall
153-0211
46

28. Mob. Home Rents

West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P 0 Box 736

Mayfield, Ky. 420-66

APPLICATION DEADLINE: August 31, 1979
AN 101141 OPPOITIJIIITY IMPIOTIO

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN AUTO SALES
Jim Fain Motors now has openings for
sales people, male or female, experience not required, but applicants
must enjoy dealing with people. Salary
plus commission, steady employment,
specialized training are offered with
these positions. If you are seeking a
rewarding profession call Jim Fain
Motors at 753-0632 to arrange for interview. All inquiries will be held in
confidence. Ask for Ed Parker.

1
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SIMPLE
ARITHMETIC
Add location; add
space; add price;
results: a good buy.
This
recently
3
redecorated
bedroom *tie has
just been listed
through
Kopperud
Realty. Besides being
a very neat, well kept
home, there is a metal
outside
storage
building, and fenced
backyard. Don't miss
this one. 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all your real
estate needs.

LAKEFRONT
PROPERTY
Beautiful wooded
waterfront lot with
mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Kentucky Lake. Good location and realistic price
$24,500. Phone Kopperud Realty for all
your real estate needs.

51. Campers

43. Real Estate
Is inflation beating you
down? One way to
keep up is to own your
own home. Let us show
you this attractive 3
BR home that is
conveniently located
at 1510 Clayshire.
Offered in low $30's.

JOHN SMITH

753-7411

5

AROUND THE CLOCK

19/4 Coachman Deluxe
camper, self-contained, awning, roll-up t v. antenna, other
camping necesseties included.
Like new, only $4000. Call 7537839 after 4 pm
Free Duo-Therm air conditioner
with purchase of a new 1979
Prowler Moniter travel trailer.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 East, Mayfield, KY
247-6289.
Mid Summer
Clearance Sale
1979 Starcraft pop-ups,
$1995
Starcraft
and
Roadranger travel trailers
$4200 and up See us for
parts, accessories, and hitch
installations. White's Camper
Sales Highway 94 .E, 7530605

Reduce food cost! Plant a
garden in large back yard of
52. Boats and Motors
the 3 bedroom basement
Three bedroom cedar cabin. home.. 1 acre m-I with small As long as we stay in this oil spill we're OK; Boat motor and trailer. 474Panorama Shores, with barn for horse. Call 753- rve're sure to end up on somebody's 2789
Franklin firepOce. Call Purdom 1492 . Offered by Loretta Jobs
beach "
For sale or trade: 35 ft.
& Thurman 753-4451.
Realtors.
45.
Farms
For
Sale
49.
Used
Cars
houseboat, steel hull. i-o. Call
Three bedroom, living room, Residentiar building lots
753-3660.
Good three bedroom home with
seperate dining room, den with Westwood Subdivision, city For Sale: 55 acres by owner. 1971 wrecked Bronco, 15,000
basement on nice shady lot
all water and sewer. Pnced from Would sell a portion. Call 753- miles, $1500. Call 759-4120 11 Foot Se'Snark sailboat,
fireplace,
kitchen
with
near Southside Shopping
good condition, $75. Phone
after 6 pm.
built-ins, in county. Call Pur- $3000 to $5000. Call Purdom 8555.
Center, only $23,500 Galloway
753-7231.
dom
8
Thurman
753-4451.
Thurman
753-4451.
&
For
Sale
1977
Cutlass
46.
Homes
Supreme.
AM-FM,
Realty, 522 Main. Phone 751
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
Fire damaged house with tilt wheel, power and air. white
5842.
fishing
boat with 25 hp
with
blue
vinyl
top,
$3475.
Call
den with fireplace. fenced in
seperate undamaged rental
In the hub of things! At 406
Johnson. For details call 753yard, city school district. Call
has central 753-1613 after 6 pm.
property,
Big
house
South 12th Street, this 6 Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
2316.
gas heat and is located on a
bedroom stucco home has
1972 • Glasstron Carlson
FOR
double lot. $13,500. Call 753Attractive 3 bedroom
great investment potential. Never lived in - brand
Runabout
with 1913 Mercury
753-4925
1687
before
5
pm.
SALE
home, beautiful landHome is in good condition in115 motor, in excellent condinew 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
pm.
after
5
1976
Camaro
gas
grill,
scaped
yard,
side and out, is zoned B-4 Buy
tion. 1968 International Scout
bath, brick with
Power steering, brakes
located near shopping
New brick duplex. one block
before the prices soar. Call Guy
4 wheel drive with V8, in good
and air,
heat
central
r
cond tioning
from University, each side 2
center.
Spann Realty, 753-7724
condition, gets good gas
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
bedrooms, heat pump, clothes
automatic, AM FM 8
mileage. Call 753-6132. •
ft. of living area.
washer,
dryer. i stove,.
Track, W.W.Steel
1972 Glasstron GT-160, 1972
Large cypress deck on
refrigerator, garbage disposal,
Radials, Railey Wheels
125 hp Johnson outboard, with
three sides. Located on
dishwasher, lots of storage in
34,000 ni:les.
trailer, cheap. Days phone 753large, excellent main
kitchen. Appraised at $80.000.
Janos Hermert
4703. after 6,pm 759-1274.
lake front lot. Built for
For appointments call 753753-0710 after Spun.
WILSON
753-1222
living.
around
year 5791 or 753-2649.
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
INS'RANCE
$64,900.
equipped, 55 horse Johnson
6. REAL ESTATE
Three bedroom brick, one block
outboard motor. 436-2367
JOHN SMITH
from University, large paneled
HISTORIC
753-3263 ANY1941
For. sale: 1978 Datsun B-210. aftei 6 pm.
kitchen-dining area,.14 ft. base
HOME
392 N. 1216 SI.
radio, air conditioned. 1974 Pontoon boat with 50 hp
cabinets, newly decorated in- AM-FM
Be the proud overseer
Call 753-8668.
Johnson motor. Moving must
753-5791
or
753side
and
out.
of your own picturesUnusual 3 bedroom country
Must 'sell 1970 Chevelle, 1975 sell. Call 759-1874 after 4 pm.
•
home on large lot, 2 fireplaces. 2649.
que estate -which inmodel 350 engine, automatic, Silverline 16 foot tri-hull, 75
outside storage Located on 47. Motorcycles
cludes pre-Civil War
22 mpg, mags, $150 or nearest hp Johnson Stinger motor plus
Highway 732. Priced in upper
restored brick home
753-7411
$40's. Call Guy Spann Realty CL-175 -Honda. electric start, offer. See at 700 Meadow Lane trailer, all 76 model. Call 489on six acres near Kenlights, and signals. In excellent or call Lori at 753-5901. •
753-7724.
2248 after 5 pm.
tucky Lake. Concondition, $400. Phone 1-3541974 Vega Hatchback, 53. Services Offered
structed by slave labor
6217.
bedroom
remodeled
4
Newly
automatic, .good condition,
in 1838, and known as
home. 2,,7 acre lot, over 1,000
For sale: CB 360-1.i 1976. real good tires. $1075. 1973 Ford Alcoa Aluminum siding and
the Hamlin Home, this
foot road frontage. Located on
good condition, looks like new. pickup, short. wide bed. red trim. Call after 6 pm, 753rare page of history is
Highway 280 near Panorama
753-5677.
Call
and white, good condition, 1873, Jack Glover.
listed with the NaShores_ Also has 2 rental cot$1095.
Call 469-2595.
Additions. Repair work, cirwith
windjamHonda CB 350
tional Register of
tages on the property. Priced in
BOYD-MAJORS
culating fireplaces, roofing, inmer,
real
$800.
489one
sharp,
Hatchback,
Vega
1973
Historic Places, and is
low $40's. Call Guy Spann
REAL ESTATE
2273.
owner. 61,000 miles, air, steer- surance work. Call Murray
qualified for National
Realty, 753-7724.
753-8080
Remodeling. 753-5167.
grants.
Priced
1972 Model 500 Kawaski, ing, 4-speed. $800. 753-2729.
-Professional
Byers
Brothers & Son-General
Services
realistically in the
3000 actual miles, $1000. Call 50. Used Trucks
Ainley Auction I
With The Friendb Totielf•
home remodeling, framing,
70's. Phone .Kopperud
or
753-0144,
753-5463
Realty Sales
1910 Chevrolet pickup. V8 aluminum siding, gutters, and
Almost new 2 BR.,
Realty 753-1222 for full
COI. MUT ABOUT
1979 Yamaha 650 Special, standard transmission, good roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1cabin
in
the
Auctioneer Realtor
woods
is
time real estate ser2100 miles, $2100. Call 753- work track. $850. Call 759- 362-4895.
the ideal week-end
901 474
ApraisePh -2986
vice.
2871.
4683 after 5:30 pm.
Smith f .!,
retreat. Completely
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
furnished, beautifully
1978 Yamaha I1-175 with 197/ Chevrolet pickup, must rates. Prompt and efficient serboots. good condition. Call sell, consider any reasonable vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489decorated. Elec. heat
Spring House Cleaning
753-7228.
and air cond. all tips
offer. 753-8162 after 5 pm.
2774,
for only $10,500.
Special
1978 Yamaha YZ 80. Monday" 1973 Chevrolet pickup. good Carpet
free
cleaning,
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
MR 50. Also a gentle mare. condition, $1450. 492-8205 estimates, satisfied references,
Beat inflation and inPhone 437-4703.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
after 5 pm.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanvest in this duplex at
ing.
Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
49. Used Cars
7S9-1176
1974 Dodge truck, in good con1611 Miller, near MSU,
753-5827 or 753-5816.
•
Call
492-8325
after
5
dition.
a good investment at
1974 Cougar XR7, AM-FM tape,
Compare and save on chain
spoke, wheels, air, sharp, pm.
$29,950.
$1800. Can be seen N 641 1974 Jeep Cherokee S, sharp! link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407.
Almo Heights. Call 753-1934 or 753-1463 after 7 pm.
Only 21,900 buys this
after
7
pm
small jobs
753-1861.
neat 2 bedroom home,
1968 VW Van, factory built Can't get those
or mobile
house
around
the
elec. heat, carpeted,
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale. mini-camper with pop-up top,
Carpentry, pain1
.‘
kitchen appliances
Good running car, good condi- ice box,
table and bed, home done?
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
inc. located on quiet
tion. $1250. Phone 753-1223 runs good. $1000. Phone 1- ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding. patios, small concrete
street perfect for
days.
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit354-6217
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
small
family.
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly
Concrete and block work. Block
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
Houseboat, Fiberglass 8, Aluminum 23' x 8' $6995.00
44.tots For Sale
estimates. 753-5476.
Datsun
Sport
Convertible
Excellent
Condition
Classic,
CamDrive,
Lot 441 Sunset
$1875.00
Carpet and vinyl installed, free
bridge Shores. overlooks Kenestamates, 7 years experience
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger, Full automatic 51875.00
tucky lake, ideal trailer spot.
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
753-81188 or 1-443-1565.
Fibei glass cover for long bed pickup $75.00
492-8436.
Two small boats, one fiberglass, one o Liminum $150
Carpentry service. Whatever
and $75.00
your needs, old or new, quality
ILD IR CP Po
•
work. Call 753-0565.
4 HP Eska Outboard motor 550.00
.0
ESTATE
Do You need stumps removed
after 5 .m.
from your yard or land cleared
14
•
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
FOR SALE BY OWNER
and chips. Call for free
IN SEDALIA
estimate, Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your coal needs, call 7978318 or write Edward lpock,
Rt.1, Dawson Springs, KY
42408.
Fence Sales at Searg now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Announcing
For your chain.' link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 7531966.
e garage
Five bedroom, central natural gas neat
Guttering by Sears. Sears conlarge garden plot, some fruit trees. Call
Onus gutters installed per
NaseglishroaL and Pete Waldrop announce the
CURTIS OVERBY
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
opening of Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate located
1-328-8418 or after 5 p.m. 753-0900
Insulation blown in by Sears,
in the Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center. The new
save on these high heating and
firm offers experienced real estate services in
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753selling residential, commercial, industrial,
2310, for free estimates.
services
Other
property.
agricultural and lake
7oo.
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718
include appraisals, leasing, management, and
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat. South 4th. Fast service. 753-

Call
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Brent Allen Ditching,
Bac khoe-Looder work,
replacement, repair and
additions to septic tank
system.

Cell 759-1515

53. Services Offered 13. Services Offered

, our trees could be silently suffering from insect attack and
or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly Scientific and effective Call today. EPA certified
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, Inc.. 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3914 33 years of
experience in pest control

Small tngine repair, erticient
mechanic on duty at all times
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store 753-1966
Siding, aluminum, vinyl, steel.
Free estimates Call 1-241.
7201 day or night.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545

Mobile
Home anchors
56. Free Column
Aluminum and fiberglass
underpinning, white, beige,
Free kittens. Call 436-5502.
E.R.C.
and brown Roofs sealed Also
Free Coon Hound. 753-9213
patio awnings, open or screenTRUCKING
Free to good home. ten 11
ed in, 'with or without windows.
month old part border Collie Will haul gravel,
Also carports, single and douShepherd All shots.
and
ble sizes. Jack Glover, '753agricultural
dirt, or
housebroken 753-2952.
1873 after 6 pm
lime. Located at
. 57. Wanted,
Professional painting, extenoi
Route 1, Sedalia,
interior. Phone 437-4534.
Wanted farm families inKY. Call 382-2258
terested in a top notch major
Painting done to your satisfac
after 5 p.m.
medical group hospital
tion, interior or exterior
coverage Call Bennett &
Reasonable and experienced
Associates 753-727
Call anytime 753-8442.
Roofing, flat or shingles, water
HORNBOCRLE BARBER SHOP
proofing and mobile homes. 15
209 Wervt Street
years experience. Call 435Closed All Day Wed.
HOURS:
OFFICE
NEW
1
4173
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Moltay-Friday 7:30-Noon
Roofing, patchwork all kinds
Prite of
shingles all kinds, hot work
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT $1.25
Call 753-0147.
stn.. t4..i."1 Put.i“ S.'S.
.
Fe, Newt" I. he.. calls pios. call 753 14115 efts fhey
Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home,
such as: painting, carpentry,
and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026.

CARTER STUDIO

WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
look "Behind The Times" Give it the

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Thornton Tile
&Marble
-Quality That Will Please"
753-5719

So. 9th

Open House This Sunday
August 26th, 2-4 p.m.

1534 LONDON DRIVE CANTERBURY
Words cannot describe the beauty of this luxurious 4 bedroom home with
3-car attached garage. This home features the utmost in luxurious, convenient family living and near perfection in quality, comfort and design.
Come by this Sunday afternoon and view this lovely home.

sink

FOR SALE

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

Call 436-2196

Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate

for
,xits

53. Services Offered

A SINGLE GIRL TALKS
ActipUT HOME-BUYING
"I'm single. But my Gallery
of Homes broker convinced
me that I shouldn't put off
buying a home
"It was right here in this
Gallery of Homes office
that I first saw my house'
My first. Mc Gallery broker
explained how buying this
particular home could be a
form of savings for me
Goodness knows I need
thatl
"Then my broker helped
me all along the wayhelped right up to my
',loving in and beyond
: ust couldn't have been
-fore pleased"
For nearly 30 years.
C.iallery of Homes has been
helping people buy and sell
homes Discover the
Gallery of Homes
difference for yourself

-

GALLERY OF HOMES.
A PROVEPI METHOD
OF MARKETING
YOUR HOME,

FOR SALE

land development;

in
in
Uncle Jeff Center

Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate
"Watch For Us On The Coach Gottfried Show"

759-1707

Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $2,600.00.Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, will do plumbing,
heating and air conditioning.
Call 753-7203
Licensed electrician. 'Service '
calls our speciality. Call
Earnest White. 753-0605. ,)

•
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President Carter
Christian Church
Baptists To Hear Pastor At Services
Invited To 100th
Regular services will be morning service. The orTo Hear Dr. Roos
held at the First Baptist dinance of baptism will be
The First Christian Church
Church on Sunday, Aug. 26, at observed.
Emmie Weatherford Anniversary Picnic
At the evening service the
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. with the
MAYFIELD — U.S. Rep. (Disciples of çhristi will hear
Choir will present
Men's
Dr.
the
David
Rev.
pastor,
the
pastor,
Dies Early Today,
the
Rev.
Dr.
Bill
Carroll Hubbard, D-First
special music.
District, has invited President C. Roos, speak on the subject, Whittaker, to speak on
Funeral Is Sunday Jimmy Carter to the 100th "From Pampered Kid To "Strength For Living" with Nursery workers will be
Mrs. E.:nitrite Weatherford,
90. died a 3 a.m. today at
4Vestview Nursing Home in
Murray.
Mrs. Weatherford is survived by a daughter Mrs.
Charles
Eupah Calhoun,
Eddyville, Ks.., and a son,
Jerald Weatherford, Rives,
Tenn. Also surviving are five
grandchildren, 11 greatgrandchildren and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Vuneral Home at 3
p.m. Sunday. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens. Friends may call
after 5 p.m. today.

Bruce Logue Will
Speak At Services
Bruce Logue, minister of the
University Church of Christ,
will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Aug. 26. at the
church.
His morning ,subject will be
"The Lordship of Christ" with
scripture from Colossians
1: 11-20 and 2:8-15. "God Gives
the Increase" with scripture
from I Car. 3:1-9 will be the
evening subject.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, Hamp W. Brooks,
Roger Wilson, Keith Hays,
Larry Wright, James Feltner,
Danny Nix, James Lawson,
Barry Grogan, Gary Taylor,
Vernon Gantt, Jimmy Ford,
Robert Hendon, Tommye
Taylor, and Hardeman Nix.
Nursery supervisors will be
Millie Curd, Lillie Johnson,
Rachel Hendon, and Fonda
Grogan.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
The University Christian
Student devotionals will begin
Monday, Aug. 27, at 12:30 p.m.
They will be at that time on
Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and at 7:30 pin. on
Thursday.
An open house for incoming
students will be held Sunday
afternoon, and a special
reception for students and
members of the church will be
held following the Sunday
evening services at the
church.

Palestine Church
Revival Scheduled
The Palestine
United
Methodist Church, located two
miles west of Kenlake State
Park, will hold revival services starting Sunday, Aug.
26, and continuing through
Friday, Aug. 31.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. Roger Joseph, pastor at
Maury City, Tenn., who has
conducted 40 revivals in the
past five years. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie W.
Joseph of Kirksey.
Services will be at 7:30 p.m.
each evening to which the
public is invited to attend.

Methodist Church
Services Planned
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mikhke, Jr., minister of the
First United
Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Nobody's Perfect"
with scripture from Philippians 3:1-16, at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
Aug. 26. at the church.
Soloist at both services will
be Ann Doran who will king
"His Eye Is On the Sparrow."
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.

anniversary of the Fancy
Farm Picnic, that kicks off
Kentucky's fall political
campaign, according to a
Hubbard spokesman.
Reports added that a White
House official said Carter's
schedule cannot be predicted
far enough in advance to know
whether or not he will be able
to attend.
A Hubbard spokesman said
Fran Voorde, deputy appointments secretary at the
White House, said the invitation will be kept in mind.

Dr. Jerrell White
Speaker, Services
The Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets, Murray, will have
services at 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 26, with
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, as speaker.
His morning sermon topic
Will be "The Holy Bible" with
scripture from II Timothy
3:16. Guy Cunningham,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Milton Gresham, minister of
music and youth, with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will ,be observed at the
evening service.
Flowers for the sanctuary
on Sunday will be in memory
of Toy McDougal given by his
grandsons, Michael and
Ronald Ragen.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Robbie Key, Betty
Sherry
Meadows.
and
Meadows.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Catholic Masses
Planned At Church
Masses will be held at St.
Leo's Catholic Church today
at 6:30 p.m. and on Sunday,
Aug. 26, at 8 and 11 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor, will speak on the
subject, "If the Saying Is
Hard, Who Can Believe?"
with scripture from John 6:6069.
Coffee and punch will be
served after the 8 and 11
masses on Sunday.
Weekday masses will be at
6:15 a.m. on Monday and at
4:30 p.m., Tuesday through
Friday.
A meeting of all teachers for
CCD will be held at Gleason
Hall on Tuesday, Aug. 28, at 7
p.m. Substitute teachers and
babysitters are needed, and
anyone who can help are
asked to come to the meeting
or call Paul Poulter, 527-9573,
or Joyce Tidwell, 4354328.
Registration for all CCD
students will be held Sept. 9 at
9:30 a.m. at Gleason Hall.

Calloway Teachers
To Meet Tuesday
The. Calloway County
Teachers Association will
meet Tuesday, Aug. 28, at 3
p.m. at Calloway County High
School with Kathy' Bodett of
the UNISEV Office at
Paducah as the guest speaker.
Officers of the association
are Barbara McCuiston,
president; Shirley Wall, vice
president; Patricia Allbritten,
recording secretary; Gail
Turner,
corresponding
secretary;
ha
Brown,
treasurer.
All members are urged to
attend, officers said.

140Luv Demo S I

3149. $4799"
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

maw

733-2617

Amillma4Now mew mew

Prison Flunlue" with scripture from Genesis 3723-35 at
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, Aug. 26, at the
church.
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem, "Surely, God Is In
this Holy Place," with Maxine
Clark as organist.
Assisting in the services will
be Ann McKeel, Walt
Apperson, John Pasco, Sr.,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, John Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan McKeel, Steve
Shaw,
Shaw, Mrs. Steve
Tracey Eldredge, Patrice
Fleming, Alison Marshall,and
Sarah Van Meter.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m., and Youth Groups will
meet at 5:30 p.m., both on
Sunday.

scripture from Philippians Mrs. Bill Marcum, Mrs. John
4:10-13, morning, and "Peace Randolph, Mrs. Charles
Of Mind" with scripture frOm Clark, Mrs. Don Blalock, Mrs.
Carney Andrus, Mrs. Orvis
Philippians 4:6-9, evening.
Miss
Carol
Assisting in the services will Hendrick,
be Dr. Lloyd Jacks, deacon of Beaman, Mrs. Carol Poe, Miss
the week, and Randy Sorrow, Mitzi Cathey, Mrs. Allen
Russell, and Miss Lisa
minister of youth.
The Church Choir, directed Russell.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as a.m., Mission Friends at 10:45
organist and Allene Knight as a.m., GA Tea at 3:30 p.m., and
pianist, will sing at the Church Training at 6 p.m.
Open Doily 9.9

CORRECTION!
The Murray Appliance ad which ran in Friday's
TV Week section should have read:
Close-Out
On All G.E.

Air Conditioners

10% Above Cost
We ore sorry for any inconvenience

Smoky 1-6
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Church Of Christ
To Hear John Dale

•

Parp. es
Vet mural

John Dale will speak at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services on Sunday, Aug. 26,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
-The Master Soul-Winner At
Work" with scripture from
John 4:31-38 will be the
morning topic, and Is There
A Family In The House?" \ rith
scripture from Ephesians t 14 will be the evening topic.
Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Don Wright, John C. Steele,
Joe Thornton, Sam Parker,
Robert Johnson, James 0.
Lamb, Greg Garland, Adrian
Cloys, Lenith-Rogers, Gene
Roberts, Jon T. Carpenter.
Mike Lyons, Earl Nanny, Don
Winchester, Wayne Wilson,
Tracy LaMastus, Peggy
Sales, Bernice Wilferd, and
Don Wright will assist in the
services and other ways on
Sunday.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.

#7300
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Polyester t-shirts in an array
of necklines, colors Shop
Our 3.96. T-Shirts in
Full Figure 40-44. 3.22
Pair
Our Reg. 14 AO
4 Days Only

2 Days Only

Black & Decker 5' 2 . lightweight.easy to use 6-ft cord

I 11 -oz.' to 16-oz.•
depending on
pigment

Leather Oxfords
Buy Of The Day

' WASHINGTON iAP Beef prices have started to
come down, at least at two
fast-food chains, and a similar
trend may be under way at
supermarkets.
The Labor Department's
release today of its Consumer
Price Index for July was
expected to show whether the
decline in beef prices that
began at groceries in June has
continued.
The recentImprovement in
prices at the meat counter,
however, were not enough to
offset rapid fuel cost increases. As a result, consumer
prices overall rose close to 1
percent or more in each of the
first six months this year.

be
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63

Our Reg. 79.88 - 3 Days Only

100' Outdoor Cord

Spray Enamel

Orange extension .ord
rated for 125-volt use Save

Interior exterior
spray
enamel White and colors
• 14•4

00
10.08-oz.•
to 12-oz.• Totalj

149
EaCh

Snack- size Bars
KitKat'. Reese s • milk
chocolate plain or almond

Buy Of The Day

2'

Plus Development

For Focal'
or Kodak'
Reg 22' 1
Film Only

'Not 0.1

1

40Cfhoice

I Unassembled in Carton'

Designs,
Colors

97

!Mountain Herb
County Flower
Lyineoar'Water

Save 55.56
-

4-TIER SHELVING

Our

Metal With chrome-look
tubular legs woodgrain,
orange or ivory finish

Disposable Douche
Ready- to- use douche
6-ounce' Choice of 3

13

4

;

Our Reg 19.44

Decolon' Vinyl Rug

Tough yet easy to clean No
adhesive needed 9x12

'Fl ox

Beef Prices
Coming Down

re
1'
in
sh

Men's black Texas Steer' leather work oxfords, with
cushioned Texoe insoles steel shank, non-marking
oil-resistant mon-mode soles and heels. Men's sizes (D-EE
widths). Save.

Rev. R. J. Burpoe
Is Grace Speaker
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services on Sunday, Aug. 26.
Lisa Coy will sing a solo, and
the Church Choir will also sing
at the morning services.
Leland Peeler is music
director with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
Special music at the evening
service will be by the Youth
Group.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Hazel Ray,
Marie Outland, Dean Downey,
and Sylvia Rickman.
Sunday School with Hoyt
Wyatt as superintendent will
be at 9:45 a.m.

1688

Circular Saw

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak
"Promoting Heroes" will be
the title of the sermon from
Isaiah 52 and John 19 by the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin for
promotion day at the First
Presbyterian Church on
Sunday, Aug. 26.
Church School pupils will be
promoted in their classes and
a special emphasis will be on
-heroes."
The church school will begin
at 9:30 a.m. with morning
worship at 10:45 a.m. Lisa
Slater will direct the choir as
they sing "I Love to Tell The
Story," -Savior Teach Me
Day By Day," and -On Our
Way Rejoicing."
On Monday, Sept. 3, the
cchurch office will be closed to
observe the Labor Day
holiday.

- •

797

CC!Rifle Shells
Mini Mags

Our Reg. 9.97

EASY
INSTALLATION

Electronic learning aid
for ages 5 and up.
With 33-pg quiz book
and carry pouch.Save.
Tahoe •-volt bollory. mot Inegpild

12fu)8

r Reg. 19.88

FM Converter.

Converts AM to FM tuner.
Power Booster
19.88

700 U.S. 641 North

22 Longs Reg.$2.66

